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Olympic boost or drop?
Have consumers turned to
shopping, as they did
during the rain, to escape
wall to wall Olympics’
coverage or stayed in to
watch the sport on TV?
By now you’ll know what the effect was on
your store.
Much has been made of the impact the
Olympics and Paralympics, when combined
with the Diamond Jubilee, would have on
shopping. Some thought consumers would
stay away as they got caught up in the
excitement of the games. The more positive
opinion was that they would flock to shops
seeking to avoid the coverage, or be swept
up in a patriotic vervour as Team GB won a
slew of medals and hit the high streets in
search of British products.
But we can hope that after sitting on the
sofa every evening for the duration of the
games, enough people will decide now is the

time to change what is around them and hit
the shops. One manufacturer is hoping for
exactly that (see page 6).
There has been a raft of copying case
settlements in the past few weeks (see page
8), with suggestions of more to come. There
is no excuse – morally or legally – for selling a
design that is a copy of someone else’s hard
work, investment and creativity. Show that
you agree by signing Anti Copying In
Design’s Retailer Code of Conduct at
www.acid.uk.com.
Many congratulations to the winners and
finalists in this year’s Interiors Monthly Awards
(see page 19). It was fascinating to see which
suppliers and manufacturers you voted for,
and I can say without fear of contradiction
that the names on the full awards list really
are the cream of the interiors industry. Many
thanks to all of you who took the time to
vote.
The eagle-eyed of you may have spotted
below that Joanne Miller has changed her
surname to Paull and her email to
jpaull@interiorsmonthly.co.uk, following her
recent marriage to Ian. I’m sure you’ll join
everyone at Interiors Monthly in wishing them
many congratulations.
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NEWS

Wet weather
helps lift sales
for Carpetright
The prolonged wet weather in the UK has benefitted Carpetright as
consumers turned to decorating.
UK like-for-like sales rose by 1.7% in the 12 weeks to 21 July with
retail like-for-like sales 5.3% higher.
‘We continue to be encouraged by the like-for-like sales growth
within the UK business. Excluding the expected decrease in sales
from the wholesale business [insurance and housebuilders], our core
UK retail business would have reported like-for-like sales growth of
5.3%. This reflects, in part, the success of self-help actions such as the
development of our bed proposition, extension of our laminate range
to more stores and the impact of our store refurbishment
programme,’ says Darren Shapland, Carpetright chief executive.
‘We also recognise that this period does include some benefit from
the unusually wet weather, which has produced consistently positive
customer footfall to our stores.’
Shapland says gross margin has continued to improve and will be
200-250 basis points above last year.
European sales dropped by 5.2% and by 6.3% on a like-for-like
basis, thanks to poor performance at its Dutch stores. Sales in the
Republic of Ireland and Belgium rose in the period.

Trade showroom moves
German bedroom manufacturer
Wiemann’s UK trade showroom has
relocated. After four years in Signs
Furniture’s Romford, Essex, store, it
is now located at Sign Furniture’s
main store in Edmonton, north
London.
Woodline Marketing is using the
space at Romford to highlight
furniture and furnishings from
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The official opening was
attended by customers,
manufacturers’ representatives, the
Bosnia and Herzegovina embassy
and international sponsors of the
showroom, US Agency for
International Development and
Swedish International
Development and Cooperation
Agency.
The showroom offers a variety of
furniture, from traditional to
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modern cabinet to upholstery and
dining and bedroom to bathroom.
Wiemanns’ facility is 50% larger
than its predecessor, at around
1,600sqft and as before it is fully
self-contained with its own
entrance, which can be closed for
privacy when the showroom is
used for trade visits or training.
‘Having the Wiemann trade
showroom within our store has
been a win-win situation over the
past four years, so we’re delighted
to carry on the arrangement here in
our flagship outlet at Edmonton,’
says Derek Perrett, Signs Furniture
director.
‘The specialisation and display in
depth it provides has been very
beneficial for our bedroom
furniture sales and we’ve had no
problems with Wiemann bringing
other retailers here.’

Vale-Bridgecraft’s Lincoln

Post Olympics ad
campaign for Vale
Upholstery company Vale-Bridgecraft is to launch
what it calls an ‘advertising blitz’ for the third quarter
of the year.
Double digit sales increases this year will see the
company up its spending on consumer advertising.
‘The closing ceremony of the Olympics will be the
approximate day for the start of an enlarged
national advertising campaign. We are taking the
line of the Government in the expectation of a
feelgood factor after the Olympics, hopefully
culminating in extra sales,’ says Stuart Chadwick,
Vale-Bridgecraft md.
Referrals from its show centres continue to rise
and the opening of the Hedge End site in
Southampton should provide a boost for stockists in
the South West.
The pressure from stockists who geographically
are too distant from current support show centres is
to be satisfied by further site openings.
‘The company’s investment over the last 12 years
in brand building has ensured a constant supply of
interest in our products making the outlook quite
positive,’ he adds.

Heading for China: More than 35,000 buyers are expected
to visit the 29th China International Furniture Fair from
7-10 September as it again takes place alongside the
Homedecor + Hometextile China shows.

NEWS

Retailers settle copying cases
Three retailers have settled copying cases over upholstery,
cabinet and lighting ranges.
TJ Hughes and Morris Furniture Group have reached a
‘substantial’ out of court settlement over a claim that the
chain had infringed Morris’ intellectual property rights for
the Relaxateeze Barca chair including registered design
rights and rights in passing off.
‘TJ Hughes had had such a great success with the original
Barca chair supplied by Relaxateeze that they then sold
copies of the design under the same name, thereby
infringing Relaxateeze’s registered design rights on this
model,’ says George McGraw, Morris Furniture Group md.
‘It was very disappointing that a retailer who you have
worked with has lost our trust in such a way. We register all
our designs to ensure that the products and our customers
are protected from such piracy as in this instance. We have a
zero tolerance on anyone breaching our intellectual
property rights especially design rights and will take legal
action immediately against those who attempt to infringe
our rights.’
Harvey’s has stopped using the name Raft for one of its
dining ranges and will pay legal costs to rival retailer Raft
after copying its trademarked name. In addition, the
furniture in the range, and the graphical style of the text
used in the advertising, bore a significant resemblance to
Raft’s range and marketing which brought an allegation of
passing off.
Mick Quinn, Raft director, complained to Harvey’s in the
spring about the range, fearing consumers would think the
chain was selling Raft’s Indonesian reclaimed teak furniture.

‘This is a great result for us, we have successfully enforced
our rights against a much bigger company and have sent a
clear message that we will not tolerate infringement of our
rights in a business that we have worked incredibly hard to
build and create a strong reputation for within the market
as a quality, ethical brand,’ he says.
Homebase has withdrawn two products after complaints
they were copies of existing designs. Astro Lighting
complained the chain was selling a light fitting which
appeared to be similar to its Amalfi light fitting. Homebase
has agreed not to infringe further, pay a 5% royalty on sales
made and pay Astro Lighting its legal costs.
Wacky Practicals discovered its patented jar opener was
being sold at Homebase under the Ultimate Products brand.
After complaining, Ultimate Products settled quickly and
gave an undertaking to refrain from selling the jar opener
and pay £2,500 in costs.
Meanwhile Besp-Oak has secured agreement from four
companies to stop infringing its Vancouver design.
‘This gives a further message to the market that we will
not tolerate others using our trademark. After all the
success we have had in enforcing our IP rights it is
becoming much easier to stop new infringements when
they occur. I am pleased that we now have a reputation as a
company that will not tolerate IP infringement,’ says Steve
Mosley, Besp-Oak md.
‘It’s time the penny dropped for those who continue to
free ride on the back of the intellectual property belonging
to others,’ says Dids Macdonald ACID ceo. MacDonald has
urged retailers to sign its code of conduct.

Underlay first

Topps growth: Topps Tiles has seen sales climb in the past quarter. Like for like sales
increased by 2.1% in the quarter to 30 June, compared with a drop of 1.9% last year.
‘The result for the third quarter is in line with management’s expectations and, as we
enter our final financial quarter, we remain comfortable with market expectations for
the year as a whole,’ says the company. Analysts’ estimates for adjusted pre-tax profit
for the year ended 30 September 2012 range between £11.5m to £14m, with a
consensus of £13m.
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Carpenter has launched what it claims is the first
wholesaler underlay recycling scheme.
Under the scheme, bins will be placed at
wholesalers for PU underlay offcuts and uplifts.
Carpet fitters will be given recycling bags and
encouraged to recycle the waste, which is then
collected and reused.
At the company’s USA division, between 50,000
and 100,000 tonnes of uplifted PU underlay is
recycled a year, with the UK division hoping to
follow suit.
Helen Rowberry, Carpenter national sales
manager for underlay, says: ‘This recycling scheme is
a UK underlay first. This is a no-hassle alternative to
costly skips and escalating landfill charges.
‘We want to encourage as many Carpenter
wholesalers as possible to get involved and show
their commitment to the environment. All the
offcuts and uplift collected is used to produce
new underlay, which can be continuously recycled,’
she adds.

in brief

NEWS
BM switch
Upholstery importer BM
Furniture has axed its
wholesale operation,
switching to a container
only business. The
company says while the
wholesale side of the
business suffered, the
direct import operation
has record sales. BM
Direct has relocated
from Oswaldtwistle,
Lancashire to Lytham
St Annes.

Patriotic sales
The Jubilee celebrations,
the Olympics and last
year’s Royal wedding are
making consumers more
likely to buy British
made furniture. In a
consumer survey for the
British Furniture
Confederation 28% of
shoppers said they were
more inclined to buy
British with 45% saying
it was important to buy
British furniture.

Bright profits
Weekly payment
furniture and electricals
retailer Brighthouse has
seen sales and profits
leap. Underlying profits
jumped by 12.8% to
£44.8m in the year to 31
March after sales rose by
17.1% to £266.5m.
Like for like sales
increased by 7.3% at the
253-store chain.
Brighthouse opened 25
stores during the period
and plans to open
another 35 this year.

Rain boost
The recent wet weather
has made Dunelm Mill
£2.5m of extra profit as
consumers turned to
shopping. Like for like
sales were up by 10.4%
in the quarter to 30 June
with sales of £149.7m,
an increase of 21.2%.
The chain says about
£8m of the rise was due
to the weather. Sales for
the year were 12.1%
higher at £603.7m, with
like for like sales up
3.1%. Dunelm now
expects full-year profits
to be higher than
forecast at £96m.
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Wood You Like moves
to online only sales
Award winning flooring retailer Wood You Like
has closed its showroom and become an etailer.
Opened in 2005, the Charing, Kent, showroom
closed at the end of July.
‘Since most of our sales are now generated
online, and over the phone, it is time to make the
move from high street retailer to online etailer,’
says Karin Hermans, Wood You Like md.
‘The success of our online brochures will give
everyone the best view of how the wooden floor
of their choice will look in their home, while the
secure online shop caters for all the fitting,
finishing and maintenance products. And of
course, the Ask Us service will answer all wood
floor related questions almost as soon as we
receive it, plus we’re always on the phone to help

out – during normal office hours,’ she says.
‘Our services: installation and restoration of
natural wooden flooring, plus the wooden floor
inspection team will of course continue as
normal, it is only the showroom that will close its
doors – seeing as there are too few people
venturing in to keep it open.’
The company’s website has long been at the
heart of its success, offering substantial
information. ‘Information on the website
provides reassurance. The website is the first
building of trust. We are experiencing this more
and more and it has helped us this year to
continue our growth,’ Hermans said in 2010, the
year it won the Interiors Monthly Best Flooring
Retailer 1-2 Stores award.

DFS boost for QFC
Upholstery manufacturer Quality Furniture Company is to boost
its workforce by more than a fifth after DFS introduced a
compact sofa range.
The Grantham, Lincolnshire, manufacturer is to add 50 staff to
its 220-strong workforce because DFS decided to roll out the
Capsule Collection to all stores after a six week trial.
Vernon Goldberg, QFC md, says the introduction of the eight
model range could see production rise from 3,500 sofas a week
to 5,500. QFC is already a major supplier to Next, Laura Ashley,
Argos and Tesco.
The company says it has grown strongly over the past five
years by offering customers stylish products on short lead
times, often within a week.

Bypass blamed for closure Jim Young
What is said to be the largest furniture store in North Wales has
closed, with the owner claiming the opening of a bypass
decimated passing trade. Dodrefn Cymru in Tremadog,
Gwynedd, closed last month with three staff made redundant.
Owner Liz Whitehead says the closure is because of the A487
bypass that opened last September. ‘The decision to close is
mainly due to the bypass. We are in negotiations for another
shop in Porthmadog as we need to be down there.’
She says the bypass is having a negative impact on
Tremadog. ‘We waited a bit to see if people would go back to
their old routines and for trade to pick up, but it didn’t. There is
no passing traffic in Tremadog. The bypass is good for residents
but not for businesses and I don’t think we’ll be the only ones
affected here.’

Interiors Monthly August 2012

The funeral of Jim Young, co-founder of
underlay company Ball & Young, took
place on 20 July. Young died on 7 July,
aged 86.
‘Jim, along with Martin Ball, set up
the company in 1983 making Ball &
Young a leader in the world of rubber
underlays. After great success the
company was sold to British Vita in
1989. A real gentleman of the carpet
trade, Jim Young’s name lives on in Ball
& Young,’ says Ann Shaw, Ball & Young
sales director.
Young is survived by two sons and a
daughter.

Generate instant
sales & profit for
your business...
Greenwood plan and organise more
sales events for quality independent
retailers in the UK and Ireland than
any other sales company.

Why not find out more about holding
a Greenwood sales event in your store
or group.

You can expect to generate from 25% to
100% of your annual sales in a 3 week
event, at good margin. A more accurate
sales projection range can be estimated
after a brief free consultation – either
on site or over the telephone.

Call us now to request our Information
Pack, or to discuss how one of our Sales
Events could work for you.

01625 521010
Or go online and visit our website at:

www.greenwoodretail.com

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com

OPINION

David Cormack
Cormar Carpets marketing director

Why it is important
to visit exhibitions
In the fast-paced world of electronic communication and
improved supplier service, it would be easy to question the
relevance of attending exhibitions. When new developments
can be seen online, sales reps call with product updates, and
trade for most retailers is patchy, do trade fairs such as The
Flooring Show in Harrogate still have something to offer?
As it celebrates its 50th year as the flooring industry’s annual
showpiece event, I would argue that Harrogate not only
remains relevant, but helps retailers combat a number of
modern day pressures.
With the rapid growth of technology, the decline of
traditional high street retailers and pressure on margins, taking
time out of the business to see ‘outside it’ not ‘within it’ is vital.
Harrogate gives retailers the
opportunity to take a wider
view of their business and find
out from other retailers in the
same market what they are
doing and what is working.
The benefit of this type of
networking or benchmarking
should not be overlooked.
Then there is keeping up
with innovation. The market
constantly evolves and those
businesses that keep pace, or
stay ahead of change, are the
ones that succeed.
There’s also the opportunity to consider diversification. In
recent years many furnishing retailers have moved into flooring,
bed retailers into carpet and vice versa, and carpet retailers
have expanded into wood, laminate, vinyl tiles and rugs.
Exhibitions provide the perfect backdrop to investigate new
markets.
Finally margin. Increased competition has seen retailers’
margins squeezed, so being first to market with a new product
is key to success. Harrogate provides a great opportunity to
assess new products with many winning ranges launched
there – and retailers that have seized the opportunity first have
benefitted. Special show offers are another opportunity to
increase margin.
Harrogate is the show for the independent retail trade which
is why Cormar has exhibited there since it began in 1962. So
make space in your diary and book ahead. The organiser is
putting a lot of effort into ensuring it offers more benefits than
ever before with business seminars by retail specialists. And the
majority of key suppliers will be there to greet you.

Harrogate
gives
retailers the
opportunity
to take a
wider view of
their business
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

4

3
1 The Wiltax collection of patterned carpets from Balta Broadloom comprises
five woven wilton designs to add a dash of traditional style to any interior.
Inspired by decorative Middle Eastern, Asian and Oriental rugs, Wiltax uses the
six-frame weaving process for colour clarity and more polished patterns.
Tel: 00 32 5662 2211
2 With a range of finishes, including those with the appearance of wooden
planks and stone tiles, Moduleo’s Click range is stylish but simply installed.
With push-down technology, Click simply locks into place without glues or
expensive underlay and is suitable for both home and commercial use.
Tel: 0800 032 3970
3 Axminster Carpets’ improved consumer brochure features up-to-theminute information about its extensive product range. Featuring aspirational
lifestyle photography, this brochure can spark the imaginations of homeowners
and play a vital part in securing sales for retailers.
Tel: 01297 630 650
4 Retailers should consider Floorwise adhesives to ensure their installers work
smarter, faster and more cost-effectively. The all-purpose F544 Acrylic Flooring
Adhesive produces a high degree of initial tack for an immediately secure bond.
Developed to further reduce the chance of plasticiser migration, this adhesive
can be used for a variety of vinyl and vinyl tile installations.
Tel: 01509 673 974
5 Cormar Carpets’ Sensation is made from 100% Luxelle PP, a heavyweight
polypropylene that has been engineered to feel softer and more luxurious but
with all the practical living qualities of a standard polypropylene, including a
10-year stain warranty.
Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk
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NEW PRODUCTS

6

8

9

10

7

6 Cavalier’s Stainless Spice is manufactured
in Lancashire using two-ply solution dyed,
hassle free and easy clean BCF
polypropylene yarns. Available in 10 practical
and fashionable colours with a dynamic
stipple effect, it has a luxurious pile height
and sophisticated multi-tone appearance,
together with a surprisingly attractive price
point.
Visit: www.cavaliercarpets.co.uk
7 The slightly curved seat and back of Frag’s
Button chair have sinuous, rounded forms
emphasised by padding that accentuates the
thickness. Pleating enhances the chair’s
generous shape and contour and lends a
sense of three-dimensionality to the side
panels by creating a delicate play of light and
shadow.
Visit: www.frag.it
8 Jori’s Tigra allows you to furnish your
designer living room entirely according to
your own taste. Always striving for optimal
seating comfort, the Tigra has been designed
so that it offers perfect support in both the
sitting and the lying position.
Visit: www.jori.com
9 The elegant, eye-catching steel frame of
Softline’s Prime gives the sofabed
personality. The back cushions play an
important role in seating comfort, since they
can easily be removed for those who want a
deep, comfortable lounging seat.
Visit: www.softline.dk
10 Nathan Yong’s Stack table for Living
Divani is made up of three stackable
containers of differing heights and has solid
beech legs.
Visit: www.livingdivani.it
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MANHATTAN BEDROOM • From £24-00

LAS VEGAS BEDROOM • From £29-00

WASHINGTON BEECH • From £20-00

WASHINGTON WHITE • From £20-00

FELIX BEDROOM • From £24-00

SYDNEY BEDROOM • From £15-00

OUR UK STOCKED
BEDROOM
RANGES TICK
ALL THE RIGHT
BOXES
• Stock in the UK

✓

• Quality Product

✓

• Competitively Priced ✓
• Cash & Carry Option ✓

IDEAL PRODUCTS LTD.

• Central Warehouse ✓

01902 456457

• UK Aftersales

Unit 10, Delta Trading Estate, Bilston Road
Wolverhampton WV2 2QD (Opposite the VW garage)
info@idealproductsltd.co.uk www.idealproductsltd.co.uk

✓

SINCE 1914

Don’t take our

word for it,
take theirs.

"We wouldn’t have reached our target and passed it
without Ray. So thank you very much."

Brid Banville, Store Manager
Muebles • Kilkenny
7th July 2012

"The event continues to do the business we look
for-at least twice the amount we’d do in normal times.
It gives us all a buzz, keeps us in touch with our
customers, shifts old/dead stock and brings
in good new business and
new customers.

Chris Barrow, Managing Director
Barrow Clark • Barnstaple
1st June 2012

"During this emotional time for myself, and my fabulous
teams at both stores, it was always all of our intentions
to hopefully go out with “A Big Bang!”, and with
“Our Heads Held High!” and it is true to say that you
have more than delivered all of our wishes
in every department."

John D. H. Chapman, Managing Director
Chapmans • Newcastle & Carlisle
28th May 2012
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All Ezifloor products are
available in a range of
thicknesses and densities
• light and durable they are a serious
alternative to heavier rubber underlays
• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly

available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK
direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk
visit our brand new website for more details:
www.ezifloor.co.uk
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THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER

CARPETS
FURNITURE
RUGS
BEDS

Above it all there is Walnut Huxley
An uniquely wide range of integrated
dining, living and home office furniture

LAMINATE
UPHOLSTERY
VINYL
ACCESSORIES

AWARDS

Time to celebrate
Congratulations to the
winners and finalists of the
Interiors Monthly Awards
2012. This year we’ve
named the finalists to the
awards, now in its fifth
year, as the voting was
very close and we wanted
to recognise the choices
you as readers have made.
The retailers and
suppliers on the list below
are among the finest in the
Best Online Retailer: UK Flooring Direct
Finalist: Furniture123
Best Flooring Retailer 1-2 Stores: Clarkes
Carpets, Hornchurch
Finalists: KC Carpets and Flooring, Poole,
and Sunderland Carpet Centre,
Sunderland
Best Flooring Retailer 3+ Stores: Fludes
Carpets Finalists: Gillies and Mr Carpet
Best Furniture Retailer 1-2 Stores:
Andersons of Inverurie
Finalists: Dickinsons Furnishers, Hexham,
and Vale Furnishings, Ash Vale
Best Furniture Retailer 3+ Stores: Leekes
Finalists: Barker & Stonehouse and
Glasswells
Best Customer Service (Furniture):
Vale-Bridgecraft
Finalists: Julian Bowen and WBH
Best Customer Service (Flooring):
Cormar Carpets
Finalists: Abingdon and Ulster Carpets
Best UK Furniture Manufacturer:
Woodberry Brothers & Haines
Finalists: Alstons and Vale-Bridgecraft
Best UK Flooring Manufacturer:
Abingdon Flooring
Finalists: Axminster and Cormar
Best Overseas Furniture Manufacturer:
Rauch
Finalists: Ekornes and Natuzzi
Best Overseas Flooring Manufacturer:
Balta Broadloom Finalists: Associated
Weavers and Edel Telenzo
Best Furniture Buying Group: AIS
Finalist: Minerva
Best Flooring Buying Group: SMG
Finalists: Flooring One, Greendale and
Metro
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country, be it for customer
service, commerciality,
product design or support.
The one thing that unites
them is a commitment to
excellence.
Interestingly, in the
retailer awards many of
the stores received votes in
both furniture and flooring
categories, reflecting the
continuing move to a
complete interiors offering.
Best Furniture Wholesaler: Julian Bowen
Finalists: Flexiload and Kettle Interiors
Best Flooring Wholesaler: Mercado
Finalists: Floorwise and Wilkies
Best Business Support: Carpet
Foundation
Finalist: SMG
Best Marketing Support: Ekornes
Finalists: BFM and G Plan Cabinets
Best Software Supplier: Retailsystem
Finalists: Optimise and Masterpiece
Best Finance Provider: Hitachi Capital
Best Flooring Exhibition: The Flooring
Show
Finalists: Buying Groups’ National
Flooring Show and Surfaces
Best Furniture Exhibition: IMM Cologne
Finalists: ISalone and Maison & Objet
Best New Interiors Exhibition: Home
Finalist: The Bed Show
Best New Flooring Exhibition: Buying
Groups’ National Flooring Show
Innovation of the Year: Pay4Later
Best Supply Chain/Logistics Company:
CEVA Logistics
Finalists: Andrew Porter and Breakwells
Best Furniture Website: Silentnight Beds
Finalist: Julian Bowen
Best Flooring Website: Metro
Finalists: Balterio and Karndean
Best Accessory Supplier (Furniture):
Authentic Models
Finalists: Sunflex and Coach House
Best Accessory Supplier (Flooring):
Floorwise
Finalist: Stroolmount
Best Bed Manufacturer: Sealy
Finalists: Hypnos and Silentnight Beds
Best Bedroom Manufacturer: Kingstown

Furniture Finalists: Wellemobel and
Willis & Gambier
Best Carpet Manufacturer: Axminster
Carpets
Finalists: Ulster Carpets and Victoria
Carpets
Best Children’s Furniture: Gautier
Finalists: Thuka and Stompa
Best Dining Room Manufacturer:
Willis & Gambier
Finalists: Old Charm and Morris
Best Fabric/Soft Furnishings
Manufacturer: Prestigious Textiles
Finalists: Andrew Muirhead and Jim
Dickens
Best Fabric Upholstery Manufacturer:
Lebus Upholstery
Finalists: Parker Knoll and Tetrad
Best Laminate Manufacturer: Balterio
Finalists: Pergo and Quick-Step
Best Leather Upholstery Manufacturer:
TCS
Finalists: Lifestyle and Natuzzi
Best Living Room Manufacturer:
G Plan Cabinets
Finalists: Ercol and Furniture Origins
Best Luxury Vinyl Supplier: Karndean
Designflooring Finalist: Amtico
Best Rug Supplier: Asiatic Carpets
Finalists: Plantation Rugs and Rugs With
Flair
Best Engineered/Solid Wood
Manufacturer: Kährs
Finalists: Parador and V4
Best Underlay Manufacturer:
Ball & Young
Finalists: Carpenter and Interfloor
Best Vinyl Manufacturer: IVC Group
Finalists: BIG and Tarkett

AWARDS

Best Online Retailer

UK Flooring Direct
With hundreds of wood, laminate, cork,
bamboo and vinyl floors to choose from,
www.ukflooringdirect.co.uk has been
developed to offer consumers an easy
way to shop online, providing them with
the ability to search by bestsellers,
customer rating or price.
‘But it is not just choice and
competitive pricing that sets us apart, it
is our attention to service and customer
support that has seen us receive
thousands of positive reviews from
customers. With a huge UK warehouse,
free samples, fast nationwide delivery
and a team of highly trained advisers on
the end of the phone, UK Flooring Direct
has become a model of ecommerce

retailing,’ says Jason Ashby, UK Flooring
Direct md.
‘Our growth has been extraordinary
and we have hopefully built a model that
will become an industry benchmark. It is
great to have been recognised by the
readers of Interiors Monthly. Competition
is pretty stiff, particularly against the
growing number of online furniture
retailers, so we are absolutely delighted
to have been recognised in this way.
‘We do not see ourselves as in direct
competition within the high street and
believe the two models can co-exist for
the benefit of the industry and
consumers.’
Visit: www.ukflooringdirect.co.uk

Best Furniture Retailer 1-2 Stores

Andersons of Inverurie
While local swimmer Hannah Miley
generated Olympic headlines, Andersons
of Inverurie has long made a name for
itself as one of the must-visit retailers in
the north east of Scotland when buying
furniture.
Its 70,000sqft showroom is the largest
in the region and its merchandising has
set the standard for others to emulate.
Displays are regularly changed, helping

give the store a fresh look and there is a
coffee shop for customers.
As well as its extensive furniture and
beds offer, Andersons has a major
flooring department that would rival
many a standalone flooring retailer, a full
section of accessories and in interior
design service – all backed by its
traditional focus on customer service.
Visit: www.andersonsofinverurie.co.uk

Best Flooring Retailer 1-2 Stores

Clarkes Carpets
Celebrating its 44th year, the
Hornchurch, Essex, retailer has long
established itself as one of the premier
flooring retailers in the south east of
England, or ‘The World’s Finest Flooring
Centre’ as is proclaimed above the store’s
entrance.
In-store displays highlight products to

their maximum effect and its supplier list
reads like a Who’s Who of the flooring
industry across all product sectors.
Clarkes also sells online through
clarkesdirectflooring.co.uk, offering a
host of product information, advice and
a design service.
Clarkes Carpets, tel: 0845 751 4514

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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AWARDS

Best Furniture Retailer 3+ stores

Leekes
At a time when companies are looking to
preserve cash, Leekes has taken the
opposite view and continued to invest in
new stores and refurbishing branches.
Next month will see the opening of its
130,000sqft, £6m home department
store in Coventry next to Coventry FC’s
Ricoh Stadium. The store replaces the
Bedworth branch and the substantial
increase in retail space will allow the
company to offer the full range of
products sold at its other four home
department stores in Bilston near
Wolverhampton, Melksham in Wiltshire
and Llantrisant and Cross Hands in South
Wales. It will also be the largest
department store in a 50-mile radius.
A £2m refurbishment to its Melksham
branch will give it more floorspace and
also house a medical practice with
20,000 patients.
At Llantrisant a new Leekes store will
be the centrepiece of a £200m
redevelopment of the town centre. The

proposal also includes plans for a major
supermarket and 40 shops for high street
brands. A leisure and entertainment
quarter will contain a cinema, cafes,
restaurants, bars and hotels. There will
also be businesses, civic and community
facilities and housing. The existing store
will stay open until the new one is ready.
As well as furniture, the chain also sells
flooring, bathrooms, electricals,
accessories, outdoor products and sports
equipment.
In the first quarter of the year sales

climbed by more than 10%.
Peter Martin, Leekes store
operations director, says
while 2011 was challenging,
sales in key home
improvement markets such
as kitchens and bathrooms,
remained healthy.
‘Since December 2011, we
have seen a terrific increase
in sales across all areas,
which we believe is led by a pent up
demand for goods which the public have
been putting off purchasing for the last
few years. Furniture and furnishings have
led the surge in sales, with strong growth
also in bedrooms, carpets and home
accessories. Overall, the company is over
£3m up in sales compared to the same
period last year and we are seeing an
acceleration in sales which we believe
will continue throughout the rest of this
year,’ he says.
Visit: www.leekes.co.uk

Best Flooring Retailer 3+ Stores

Fludes Carpets
Fludes Carpets is now in its 83rd year and
for the south coast of England chain,
delivering customer service at its five
stores remains as important as ever.
‘We have a good relationship with
customers. It’s tough trading but the
bottom line is customer service. If you
provide the service the orders will come.
That’s what we strive for, everyone is
personal to us,’ says Peter Hebditch,
Fludes Carpets general manager.
‘We’ve seen a big upturn in sales of
LVT – the click system is really taking off.
We’ve also seen an increase in manmade
fibre Saxonies, largely due to their
softness and touch – especially during
the winter – and there being more on
the market.’
The chain recently supplemented its
Rugworld website with its Beautiful
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Floors website, selling online for the first
time, thanks to its membership of BRM.
However, Hebditch says he thinks the
website will be mainly used for
marketing and by consumers checking
prices.
‘Most customers want the service you

get from the store rather than click a
button, and they don’t want to have to
project manage fitting.’
This year is the second time Fludes has
won the Best Flooring Retailer 3+ Stores
award, repeating its success of 2009.
Visit: www.fludes-carpets.co.uk

Don’t fall behind your competition…

Credit Risk Team of the
Year - Consumer

AWARDS

AWARDS 2011
WINNER
2012
WINNER

BEST FINANCE PROVIDER

Our finance solutions could keep
you ahead of the game
Our retail partners are already benefitting from offering our bespoke
point of sale finance solutions and you can too!
We can offer a tailor made service that fits in with your
business needs and credit strategy.
Call us today on 0844 375 5501 quoting INTERIORSAUG
to find out more.

T: 0844 375 5501
E: newbusiness@hitachicapital.co.uk
W: www.hitachicapital.co.uk/retail-finance

AWARDS

Best Customer Service (Furniture)

Vale-Bridgecraft
‘First I would like to thank Interiors
Monthly readers for voting us the
company with the Best Customer Service
(Furniture) for the third year running,’ says
Stuart Chadwick, Vale-Bridgecraft md.
Vale-Bridgecraft champions the cause
of the independent retailer and
acknowledges that customer service is
considered a huge priority in the fight to
maintain sales.
‘Our aim is to constantly deliver high
standards of design and furniture that
will give many years of use. Our customer
support extends to nationwide consumer
advertising and regional show centres
that attract and refer orders to bona fide
stockists,’ he says.
‘There has been a growing interest for
British furniture in recent years. With the
quality issues and now rising cost of
imported furniture, the table, or sofa in
our case, has started to turn.’
Chadwick says that with the Olympics,
there has never been a better time to
promote the company’s British
credentials.
‘Our unique place in the industry and a
combined total of 140 years of furniture
manufacturing, more than qualifies us.
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The late summer months tend to be
quiet trading periods and so what a great
opportunity to buck the trend this year
with the help of some patriotic fervour.
‘Continuous investment in regional
Below: Verona
Bottom left: Lewis
Bottom right: Balmoral

show centres, in-store galleries and
national support advertising, makes
Vale-Bridgecraft a must-have for every
serious furniture retailer,’ he adds.
Visit: www.valebridgecraft.co.uk

AWARDS

Best Customer Service (Flooring)

Cormar Carpets
Cormar Carpets has cemented its
position as one of the leading
independent carpet manufacturers by
continuing its run of industry accolades –
winning three this year, including the
Interiors Monthly Best Customer Service
(Flooring) award for the third time.
This follows the two independent retail
buying group awards won in quick
succession – Flooring One’s Supplier of
the Year (for the eighth time), followed
by Metro Group Flooring Supplier of the
Year, which Cormar has won for 13
consecutive years, an accomplishment
no other company has achieved.
One of the success stories of the British
carpet industry, Cormar remains
independently owned and has set a
formidable industry benchmark for
getting it right. With fierce competition
from overseas, it has earned a reputation
for offering top service, quality carpets
and reliability of delivery.
‘Service encompasses all aspects of the
business and it is one of the areas we
have always concentrated hard on. The
past few years have been tough for the
flooring industry and, as a result, retailers
are looking for suppliers that they can
rely on. After all, their reputation is on
the line every time they place an order,’
says David Cormack, Cormar Carpets
marketing director.
‘Our service starts the minute the yarn
is put on the tufting machine at Holme
Mill, to when the carpet is delivered by
the Cormar driver. And it carries right
through to our people in invoicing and
after sales.’
Over the past five years Cormar has
invested in plant, people, machinery and
distribution to keep itself competitive,
including a new cut length machine that
will increase capacity.
Last year the company also invested in
new technology and developed a B2B
trade web portal that showcased a range
of interactive services including stock
check, delivery days, online ordering,
price checks, online statements and
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Above: The B2B portal
Right: Roger Clarke,
Cormar regional sales
manager (centre)
receives the Flooring
Supplier award from
Martin Ward, Metro
chairman (left) and
John Keyworth, Metro
vice-chairman
Bottom: Cormar has a
49 vehicle fleet

proof of delivery, order tracking and
order history – all through a secure
personal log-in.
‘The challenge was to go beyond what
is currently available and provide our
retail customers with a truly effective
business tool, benchmarking the web
portal against such ecommerce market
leaders as Amazon for speed and ease of
use,’ says Cormack.
Cormar continues to produce all its

carpet ranges from its two production
sites near Bury in Lancashire. It also owns
a fleet of 49 distribution vehicles to
ensure a top class delivery service. In
addition there is a team of 20 sales
representatives throughout Britain and
Republic of Ireland. It is one of the UK’s
most successful independent carpet
producers with some one million people
a year buying a Cormar carpet.
Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk

AWARDS

Best UK Flooring Manufacturer

Abingdon Flooring
‘Please let me begin by thanking
everyone who voted for Abingdon
Flooring as Best UK Flooring
Manufacturer,’ says Martin Peace,
Abingdon Flooring md.
‘We feel very proud to be recognised
in this way and as such, thank all our
customers for their ongoing support and
all our staff in South Wales, Bradford and
Kidderminster for their hard work and
enthusiasm.
‘We fully intend to build on this award
by continuing to invest in our business in
order to give you the products, display
and service that you require to become
ever more successful in a very
competitive market place.
‘Thank you again for your support, it
really does make the hard work feel
worthwhile.
‘We look forward to seeing you at The
Flooring Show in Harrogate.’
Visit: www.abingdonflooring.co.uk

Abingdon offers a
selection of durable
carpets
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AWARDS

Best UK Furniture Manufacturer

Woodberry Brothers
& Haines
‘On behalf of everyone at WBH, I’d like to
thank the readers of Interiors Monthly for
voting us Best UK Furniture Manufacturer
for the second year running,’ says Mark
Woodberry, WBH md. ‘We’ve always
made a real effort to help retailers meet,
and often exceed, customer expectations
and it’s great to have this recognised.’
In the 60 years it has been making
furniture in the UK, WBH has built a
reputation for giving customers and
retailers what they want – consistency in
quality, design and manufacture,
supported by a high level of customer
service.
‘These days it’s pretty impressive to
still be making what you sell. And if
you’re able to innovate while still holding
on to traditional markets then you must
be doing something right,’ explains
Woodberry.
This year the Caxton brand has moved
into some unexpected areas, with the
launch of four contemporary collections
including the high gloss Rubix living and
dining and Breeze bedroom collections.
All this comes at a competitive price
point. When creating these collections
Caxton thought as much about cost as
design, ensuring real value for money.
‘We also declared 2012 the WBH Year
of Service and will be redoubling our
efforts to give customers, trade and
consumer, the flexible, responsive and
helpful support needed to rise above
today’s challenges,’ says Woodberry.
‘We’re very keen to continue
supporting the nation’s furniture retailers
because our livelihood depends on it.
While not always the cheapest, our total
offer is commercially very attractive and
provides the retailer with an extensive
range of very high quality products,
carefully designed to appeal to UK
consumers, at very attractive prices and
with quick, reliable delivery direct to the
end user’.
These are benefits which can only
come from buying British, he adds.
‘WBH is now able to offer the UK retail
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Above: Caxton
Discovery
living and
dining
collection
Left: Caxton
Breeze
bedroom
collection
Below: Caxton
Rubix living
and dining
collection

trade more in terms of product range,
commercial pricing and a flexible service.
And it’s really good to see a growing
understanding, among public and trade
alike, of the economic, environmental

and competitive benefits of buying
British furniture. Which can only be good
news for British consumers, retailers,
manufacturers – and for the country’.
Visit: www.caxtonfurnitureonline.com

AWARDS

Best Overseas Flooring Manufacturer

Balta Broadloom
Balta Broadloom’s dedication to remain
at the forefront of the residential carpet
sector is key to its business philosophy,
and for the fourth year running, readers
of Interiors Monthly have recognised the
Belgian manufacturer’s efforts by voting
it Best Overseas Flooring Manufacturer.
‘At Balta our wealth of carpet styles
help us to enjoy widespread popularity
in both the European and British
markets. As Europe’s largest carpet
manufacturer, retailers are confident in
our reliability and superior levels of
service, and this, combined with our
sheer variety of tufted and woven
broadloom carpet designs, ensures that
we reach thousands and thousands of
consumers every month,’ says Geert
Vanden Bossche, Balta Group marketing
director.
‘Picking up awards such as Best
Overseas Flooring Manufacturer as voted
by retailer readers of Interiors Monthly is
the icing on the cake and once more
confirms we are delivering the product
quality and diversity that both the
retailer and consumer demands.’
In 2012, Balta Broadloom launched an
impressive array of ranges to add further
scope and variety to many already
established favourites.
The updated StainSafe Noble Saxony,
which features four new multi-coloured
striped designs that complement the 12
existing plain colours, allows consumers
to choose from a coordinating colour
bank of carpet designs, mixing and
matching stripes and plains for a
synchronised look.
On the other end of the spectrum is
Wiltax, comprising five woven designs.
Inspired by the timeless appeal of
decorative Middle Eastern, Asian and
Oriental rugs, Balta worked with
renowned British designers to create the
five intricate patterns in this collection.
Saxon King is a range designed to
inject vibrant colour into interior spaces
with 14 contemporary shades.
‘The vibrant designs within Saxon King
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offer something bright and uplifting,’ says
Vanden Bossche.
‘We want to give retailers the
opportunity to provide customers with a
wide array of beautiful and vibrant
carpets that are durable and easy to care
for. The assortment of colours in the
Saxon King range reflects Balta
Broadloom’s commitment to creativity
and innovation, and ultimately provides
retailers and consumers alike with a wide
range of designs to suit all homes.’
The chunky loop Casablanca is an
all-rounder for retailers who want to offer
eye-catching carpet with a wide range of
practical benefits.
Balta, tel: 00 32 5662 2211

Above: Casablanca
Left: Saxon King
Below: Noble Saxony

AWARDS

Best Living Room Manufacturer

G Plan Cabinets
‘G Plan Cabinets is delighted to receive
this award as a result of our successful
ranges such as Matisse, Heritage and
Rembrandt which have blossomed over
the last year in particular,’ says George
McGraw, Morris Furniture Group md.
’Our recent Davenport dining
collection launched this spring is already
looking a real winner for those retailers
who appreciate golden teak veneers and
solids with a transitional flavour but
offers the classic look that appeals to
lovers of this timeless classic.’
He says all G Plan collections also offer
stockists real peace of mind with a full
10-year guarantee and the collection is
now fully supported with new studio
stockists.
‘There has never been a better time to
promote Britain’s biggest brand and
there will be more exciting G Plan
launches in 2013,’ adds McGraw.
Visit: www.gplancabinets.co.uk

Right: Paul Albutt,
G Plan Cabinets
national sales manager,
with the company’s
award certificate
Below: Davenport

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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AWARDS

Best Bed Manufacturer

Sealy
‘I was thrilled to hear the company had
won the Interiors Monthly Best Bed
Manufacturer award for the third year
running as it reflects our commitment to
quality products and outstanding
customer service,’ says Steve Freeman,
Sealy UK md.
‘Sealy is committed to bringing
innovative beds to the market and to
offering consumers great value for
money.’
The company is passionate about its
products and offering quality in all areas
of the business is key.
Freeman says Sealy has 7% of the UK
bed market and the company is on track
to increase this to 10%.
‘Growth over the past four months is
up by 12% compared with the same time
last year and forecast growth now stands
at 14%,’ he says.
With innovations such as Smart Fibres
or BugShield, Sealy is forging ahead in
the bed business and taking sleep
technology to the next level.
New beds such as the exclusive Crown
Jewel range, which contains the world’s
first Airstream Memory Wool fibres,
confirms Sealy’s presence as the true
leaders in sleep science, says Freeman.
Additionally, this autumn sees the
rollout of the latest Sealy bedding range
of innovative pillows and duvets which
offers consumers the complete package
of smart fibres in their bed and bedding
so the entire sleep environment will be
cool, fresh and hypoallergenic.
But it is not just Sealy’s domestic
market that is doing well in these
challenging times.
‘Our contract business through hotels
and cruise liners is also showing signs of
growth – in fact we are seeing a
resurgence coming into the hotel market
and we are winning lots of contracts and
this will be a significant part of our future
growth. These are exciting times for the
company and I would like to thank all our
customers for their continued support.’
Visit: www.sealy.co.uk
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Above: Loft
Left: Steve
Freeman
Below: Royal

HAT-TRICK!

AWARDS

Best Carpet Manufacturer

Axminster Carpets
Axminster Carpets has long held the
belief that independent retailers are the
champions of the residential carpet
sector so it says it is delighted to win the
Interiors Monthly Best Carpet Manufacturer
award.
Specialising in mid to high end 100%
wool and wool-rich carpets, Axminster is
a favourite of consumers looking for
quality and regarded by many as one of
the foremost carpet manufacturers.
Still producing much of its range from
its Devon factory, Axminster uses only
the finest wool to produce carpets with a
reputation for longevity that live up to its
Natural, British, Beautiful maxim.
Sourcing 95% of its wool from British
sheep, spinning and dyeing its own yarn
and making its entire woven portfolio in
the town of its name, Axminster is one of
the few genuine British carpet
manufacturers, a fact often appreciated by
consumers wanting a truly British carpet.
This localised production also helps it
have one of the lowest environmental
footprints in the industry. Recycling all
carpet production waste, Axminster
takes its responsibility seriously.
Offering an array of both tufted and
woven carpets, Axminster transcends the
gap between heritage and modern
styling, bringing carpets that appeal to
all generations. With contemporary
patterns, heathered and solid plains,
elegant classical scrolls and textured
carpets within its portfolio, it provides an
unrivalled and diverse depth of product.
‘At Axminster we are extremely proud
of our heritage and our commitment to
quality,’ says Richard Lawrence, Axminster
group head of marketing. ‘And we are
absolutely thrilled that these attributes
have been recognised. We work hard to
make sure that our products exceed
expectations and that we build a loyal
following among our consumers. It is a
great feeling to know that these efforts
are regarded highly by retailers across
the country.’
Axminster Carpets, tel: 01297 630 650
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Left: Botanica in
Golden Globe
Below right:
Devonia Plains in
Pillar Box Red
Below left: Simply
Natural Stripe in
Vogue

AWARDS

Best Bedroom Manufacturer

Kingstown Furniture
Kingstown Furniture is a growing British
business that has been committed to
manufacturing high quality bedroom
and living room furniture for 35 years.
‘We are delighted to win the award,
and on behalf of everyone at Kingstown
I would like to thank the readers of
Interiors Monthly for voting for us. This
award recognises the multi-million
pound investment that has been made in
the company over the past two years,’
says Geoff Brailsford, Kingstown group
sales director.
As part of the investment two
machines have been added to the
impressive list of machinery already in
place at Kingstown’s Hull factory. Both
machines are of the latest in pioneering
machinery, small batch, high volume
technology, specifically commissioned to
suit the company’s unique requirements.
The Rover C Edge machine makes it
possible to complete processing of
shaped and edgebanded panels on a
single machine.
The second machine is a new
technology solution that allows for the
processing of different size panels from a
single board, eliminating the need to cut
panels with an independent cutting
machine. The machine is ideal for
machining complete components from
the design stage right through to the
assembly stage of manufacturing.
Because the majority of the work can be
completed on one machine consistent
quality and accuracy can be guaranteed.
To complement the addition of these
two machines Kingstown has invested in
a new line consisting of first and second
pass edgebanding machines with a
splitting saw at the end of the entire line.
This allows Kingstown to manufacture
with a low batch, high volume capability,
while at the same time maintaining high
quality edgebanded products with
guaranteed accuracy.
This new technology will give
Kingstown more flexibility when it comes
to designing products, offering more
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Kingstown has
invested heavily
in its production
facilities

options to create innovative designs.
Kingstown has also been working hard
to improve the environmental awareness
of its staff and reduce the amount of
waste it produces. It recycles 94% of all
its waste and achieved a Gold Award
from the National Recycling Stars

scheme last year. Kingstown is also FSC
accredited in recognition of its fully
traceable and sustainable supply chain.
And in January is year, Kingstown
achieved the ISO 9001 international
management standard.
Visit: www.kingstown.co.uk

British manufacturer of ready assembled bedroom and lounge furniture

Azure
To view all our ranges please visit www.kingstown.co.uk

Kingstown Furniture, Victoria House, Leads Road, Hull, HU7 0BZ
08448805100 www.kingstown.co.uk

AWARDS

Best Accessory Supplier (Furniture)

Authentic Models
This summer brings some interesting
releases from one of the UK and Europe’s
most intriguing manufacturers of
accessories. Authentic Models, based in
the Netherlands with its UK office in West
Sussex, continues to expand its range of
historically-inspired furniture and
curiosities such as historical globes,
architectural models and other thoughtprovoking accessories.
From humble beginnings dealing
antiques in Amsterdam, Authentic has
progressed to become this year’s Best
Accessory Supplier (Furniture) in the UK,
with offices across Europe and in the US.
Authentic has become known in the
UK for campaign furniture: games tables,
cabinets and especially stylish but
classical desks. Its campaign boxes on
crossed legs have been particularly
popular with UK retailers for their
attractive price point.
Other top sellers in the UK include
highly-detailed airplane models sought
by decorators and aviation enthusiasts
alike and a series of floor lamps based on
naval searchlights found at salvage yards.
Neil Fry, Authentic Models UK sales
director, also points to the success of its
desktop-sized, fully articulated horse
models in cherry, as an example of the
unique accessories the company is
known for.
Highlights for the 2012 release include
a scale model of the Titanic, a copy of a
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1930’s era model racer called SpinDizzy,
and a broad expansion of its occasional
furniture series.
‘The SpinDizzy has been particularly
well received by UK retailers: the initial
production run was sold out in less than
a week, and orders keep coming in,’ says
Fry.
‘An exact reproduction of a 1930’s-era
Floorlamps and models
such as the Bantam
Midget have proved a hit

model racer that spun on a tether at
upwards of 125mph, the Bantam Midget
is crafted in aluminium with a wooden
base and is a guaranteed conversation
piece wherever it’s displayed.
‘We are also reintroducing, after five
years our popular, fully-tacked rocking
horse in limited edition for this winter.’
Visit: www.authenticmodels.com

AWARDS

Best Accessory Supplier (Flooring)

Floorwise
Floorwise has become one of the most
recognised names in flooring and has a
cabinet full of certificates recognising its
past achievements, but being voted this
year’s Best Accessory Supplier (Flooring) by
the readers of Interiors Monthly ranks as
one of the highlights, says Richard Bailey,
Floorwise md.
‘It is in times of economic adversity
that value becomes even more
important,’ he says. ‘So it is extremely
satisfying and heartening that the
readers of Interiors Monthly trust
Floorwise to bring them accessories that
deliver exceptional value.
‘At Floorwise we have long held the
belief that value is far more than just
price and we have worked hard to make
sure that our accessories are not only
competitive, but made from the best
materials, deliver consistent quality and
are extremely reliable. We believe this is
the definition of value and that value
really does matter to retailers. This award
is testament to our belief and that is why
it means a great deal to us.’
Floorwise offers a comprehensive
range of flooring accessories, from
specialist tools, tacks and nails, through
to grippers, tapes and profiles, and each
product makes sure that retailers, fitters
and homeowners receive quality
products that fulfil the demands of
modern day floorcovering installation.
With a nationwide network of trade
counters, Floorwise accessories are
readily available and these distribution
centres play a vital role in the company’s
research and development strategy.
‘By using a local distribution strategy
we can engage with the users of our
accessories on a daily basis and this
allows us to fine tune and develop
products in accordance with their
specific needs,’ says Bailey. ‘It is this
strategy of listening and communication
that has helped to reinforce our
reputation as one of the UK’s premier
accessories suppliers.’
Floorwise, tel: 01509 673 974
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Floorwise’s
comprehensive
accessories range
includes
adhesives,
screeds, grippers,
profiles and tools

AWARDS

Best Fabric Upholstery Manufacturer

Lebus Upholstery
‘I’m delighted that readers of Interiors
Monthly have again decided that Lebus
Upholstery is the Best Fabric Upholstery
Manufacturer,’ says Karl Walker, Lebus md.
‘It is a recognition of all the hard work
everyone at Lebus does and we are
extremely proud to be recognised in this
way.’
The company has again shown its
adaptability to the demands of the
marketplace by improving the
specification of models while
maintaining its pricing structure.
At the recent Manchester Furniture
Show, the company unveiled several
models, including the introduction of
some more classically styled designs.
‘As well as improving the specification,
we’ve introduced more high back
designs than previously as that is what
the market wants. In times like today
consumers tend to be more cautious and
go for something a bit more traditional,’
says Walker.
Among the highlights of the
Manchester launches, Henley is a high
back design with a 1970s retro feel;
Manhattan is a fabric/bonded leather
mix; Natasha is a classically styled corner
group and Loft is a chunky corner group.
‘With our fully integrated
manufacturing facility we have been able
to respond quickly to what the market
wants and, of course, being a British
manufacturer do it without the long lead
times that Far East production brings,’
Walker adds.
Visit: www.lebusupholstery.co.uk

Top: Abbey
Centre: Natalia
Right: Symphony
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Campari
Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Quality
British
manufactured
furniture

Tel: 01724 407 751

www.lebusupholstery.co.uk

Pravda

AWARDS

Best Leather Upholstery Manufacturer

TCS
‘We’re delighted to have won Best Leather
Upholstery Manufacturer for the third
time. Thank you to all the Interiors
Monthly readers who voted for us. It
shows that more and more retailers are
understanding what we can offer them
and making good use of it,’ says Thomas
Small, TCS md.
This year has seen a number of
developments at the company.
Alongside the launch of its five-year
warranty at the Interiors UK exhibition in
January, TCS also introduced its Official
Stockists Programme incorporating a
new media marketing campaign
alongside its www.tcsfurniturerange.com
website, designed to drive customers
through retailers’ doors supported by
in-store merchandising to achieve sales.
‘As part of our continued development
of new media strategies and to maximise
what TCS can do for our customers, we
launched our Official Stockists
Programmme. This has been specifically
designed to maximise the benefits we
can offer our stockists which include
ongoing discounts, free POS materials,
free comprehensive staff training and a
listing on our consumer focused website,’
explains Small.
‘To further benefit our ever increasing
number of Official Stockists, and in
conjunction with our media partners,
stockists become involved in our new
social media campaign Your Sofa Your
Way. This campaign is brought to the
public to outline the many benefits of
the TCS range where customers can
design their perfect suite by choosing
the endless options available from a
single model in the TCS range of
upholstery.’
The five-year warranty has already
proven itself to be another example of
how TCS is leading the sector with
services and commitments made to
independent retailers, he says.
A sales training guide enables sales
staff to improve their knowledge of the
products. It can also be used to give
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Above: Official
Stockists receive
POS
Right: The
training guide
Below: Hannah

shoppers more confidence in the range
by making them better informed about
what to look for when buying upholstery,
with information including construction,
springs, delivery and customisation.
Small highlights the success the
company is enjoying thanks to its high
service levels.
‘Supply chains can cause problems for
independent retailers through no fault of
their own and any problems impact on

the reputation of the retailer with the
consumer, not the supplier. That’s why
we work so hard to deliver a consistency
of service.
‘Independent retailers need to decide
what market they want to be in. They
can’t compete with much larger,
established multiples, they have to have
an unique selling point and we can help
them to deliver that,’ he adds.
Visit: www.tcsfurniturerange.com

AWARDS

Best Rug Supplier

Asiatic Carpets
‘We would like to thank all the readers of
Interiors Monthly who took the time to
vote for us,’ says an Asiatic Carpets
spokesman.
‘An award voted for by our customers
is the ultimate accolade and motivates us
to continue to develop new and exciting
ranges. This is particularly important in
the challenging consumer marketplace
we are in.
‘The launch of our new Contemporary
Home rug collection showcases our
latest additions and confirms our
commitment to be the best in the
business.’
Visit: www.asiatic.co.uk
Above: Asiatic has
revamped its website
Left: Hawaii
Below: The new
Contemporary Home
collection
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AWARDS

Best Children’s Furniture

Gautier
Gautier has been a world leader in the
design and manufacture of
children’s/junior furniture since 1964.
Some five million children worldwide
sleep in or have slept in beds made by
Gautier, a provenance in its own right.
The family-owned French company
has always seen the potential and need
for quality furniture for this sector and
consistently maintained its position with
the two determining factors – child
safety and design.
Being one of the first manufacturers to
hold the ISO 14001 (Environmental
Management), OHSAS 18001
(Occupational Health and Safety), and
ISO 9001 (Quality Management)
standards, it is environmentally aware.
It makes its own particle board from
raw materials with a low formaldehyde
content, 97% recyclable products,
water-based stains and lacquers while
the five-year guarantee on Gautier brand
products completes the picture.
One of the latest additions to the
portfolio is no exception. Dimix is a
junior/teen range with a contemporary
urban feel aimed at the upper end.
‘With reduction in floorspace for
children’s rooms, new solutions are
necessary to gain space. There are
numerous low cost options in bunks and
mezzanines available without any special
functions, so the challenge was to bring
modern styling with materials, design
and functionality,’ says Martyn Lincoln,
Gautier UK md.
‘High and low compacts, with two
sizes and one with a desk sees Dimix
meet that brief exactly.’
The group also offers the Galipette
nursery furniture and Gami children’s
junior furniture brands.
‘With such a spread of designs
covering such a wide range of age
groups, it is easy to see why Gautier is so
successful in this area. Many others may
follow, but Gautier is proud that we lead
the way in many areas,’ adds Lincoln.
Visit: www.gautier.co.uk
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Top: Dimix
Above: Calypso
Left: New Biscuit

AWARDS

Best Engineered/Solid Wood Manufacturer

Kährs
Combining high performance and strict
ecological principles, Kährs’ range of
sustainable wood floors provides a
stylish, durable flooring option with
designs to suit all environments.
The myriad of products span
numerous wood species, patterns and
formats, in thicknesses from 7mm to
22mm – each offered with a durable
satin lacquer or Nature Oil prefinish. A
variety of designer treatments are also
available, including on-trend brushed,
bevelled and distressed finishes, offered
throughout Kährs Original, Supreme and
Linnea collections.
As an industry leader in innovation,
Kährs will launch a series of products
throughout 2012. These include the
Shine collection, a range of eight
one-strip wood floors crafted from
sustainable European oak, beech and
ash with a high gloss, reflective lacquer
sheen. Metallic infused wood grain adds
further distinction to the surface, with
colour options spanning from pearly
white to copper-toned black.
Also new for 2012, is the Da Capo
collection of authentically aged wood
floors. Using sustainable rustic oak,
Da Capo includes six rugged one-strip
designs. Each floor is brushed, handscraped, bevelled and smoked to achieve
a vintage look, while different tones of
Nature Oil prefinish give a spectrum of
shades, from limewashed Oak Indossati
to knotty, nut toned Oak Sparuto.
All floors feature Kährs’ multi-layered
construction, based on the original
parquet design, invented and patented
by Kährs in 1941, and providing 75%
greater stability than a solid format.
Kährs’ glueless Woodloc joint enables
fast, precise installation and eliminates
gapping for the lifetime of the floor.
All floors have complementary
accessory, maintenance, display and
marketing materials. Comprehensive
sales and product training workshops
and CPD programmes are also available.
Kährs, tel: 023 9245 3045
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Top: Pearl Oak from the
Shine collection
Above: Black Ash Silver
from the Shine collection
Left: Supreme Oak
Indossati from the
Da Capo collection

AWARDS

Best Dining Room Manufacturer

Willis & Gambier
‘Everyone at Willis & Gambier is delighted
to have been recognised as Best Dining
Room Manufacturer by Interiors Monthly
readers. This is our third award but our
first in the highest turnover sector of the
cabinet business,’ says Mark Symes, Willis
& Gambier md.
‘Willis & Gambier strives to retain
market leadership in design and
commerciality in the middle-upper
sector of the market and to be rewarded
yet again is a triumph for all our people.
A huge thank you should go to our
customer base for their continued
support and enthusiasm of our products
and brand.’
He says the Manchester Furniture
Show gave it a tremendous platform to
launch four ranges and meet the
majority of its customer base.
‘The show attracts all of the top
decision makers and influencers in our
business and we were truly
overwhelmed by the generous
comments and commitments made at
the show,’ adds Symes.
Visit: www.wguk.com
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Above: Tavern
Left: Lille
Below: Maze

AWARDS

Best Laminate Manufacturer

Balterio
Laminate flooring remains one of the
most popular floorcoverings, with
consumers attracted by its look, ease of
installation, comfort and easy
maintenance. In this perspective Balterio,
one of the most innovative producers of
laminate flooring, is playing in the
premier league.
Tradition Quattro has been one of the
bestselling collections in the UK for
several years and its decors and finishes
are still on trend. It was one of the first
collections to be launched with the
Embossing-in-Register technology: every
wood grain can be seen and touched
thanks to the Balterio True-to-nature
touch technology. The collection offers a
parquet look with its vivid natural
patterns in eight colour variations and its
foiled four-sided V-groove which gives it
a natural and authentic look.
The trend in finishes is matt.
Butterscotch Elm, Dakota Elm and Amber
Elm in the Xperienceplus collection have
not only been given a matt finish, but
there is also the new 3D-Wood Effect
structure. This gives the floor a
dimensional matt appearance and
emphasises the natural relief of the grain.
A two-sided V-groove finishes the planks.
Dolce is a fashionable matt floor at a
fair price. The Old Grey Oak and Fossil
Oak decors gives interiors authenticity
and character with a matt finish and the
True-to-nature touch technology.
Balterio offers three fast, reliable and
easy installation systems on its five plank
dimensions:
ClickXpress: this rolling system ensures
fast, easy and effortless fitting of planks
and has for years been well appreciated
by fitters;
DropXpress: due to the U-profile on
the short side of the plank, the boards
fall perfectly into place. DXP was
developed for small planks collection,
Stretto;
The new PressXpress laying system on
Infinity, Grandeur and Xperienceplus
ensures superfast laying: pressing the
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Left: Grandeur is
among the
collections using
PressXpress
Below left:
Tradition Quattro
Lounge Oak
Below right:
Xperienceplus
Amber Elm

floor panels into place with the ends
against each other is all that is needed.
The clip inside the plank ensures
immediate locking of the short sides
resulting in a seamless and strong joint.
The installation systems will be
demonstrated at The Flooring Show
by the Flooring Industry Training
Association.
Visit: www.balterio.com

AWARDS

AWARDS 2011
WINNER
2012
WINNER

Balterio’s Tradition Quattro
laminate ﬂooring collection
has been for years a
bestseller in the UK.
Although this collection has
been existing for several
years now, its designs,
decors and ﬁnishes are still
actual and authentic.

Looking for
a bestseller
in laminate
ª ÑÌ

Its quality is impeccable:
• A 9 mm thick SuperHDF core board offers
dimensional stability and
reliability for seamless
installation.
• A high wear resistance
layer for high domestic
and light commercial
applications.
Every wood grain in this
laminate can be seen and
touched thanks to the unique
Balterio True to nature®
touch technology. The
collection offers you a real
parquet look with its vivid
natural patterns in eight
different color variations and
its foiled 4-sided V-groove.

The decors Lounge Oak,
Cottage Oak, Liberty Oak and
Legacy Oak offer 4 different
beige natural oak colours
that can be combined in
every interior style and room.
Tasmanian Oak, Carbon
Black, Kambala and Select
Walnut are for those who
want to add an exotic touch to
their interior.
The ClickXpress® [CXP]
installation system on
Tradition Quattro offers
easy, fast, sturdy and
seamless ﬁtting for years
of carefree enjoyment.
With Balterio,
the future is yours!

ClickXpress®

Discover the complete beautiful Balterio laminate ﬂooring
collection at www.balterio.com and be convinced of the
rich and authentic designs and easy installation systems.
Scan for more info

Style. Quality. Simplicity.

BALTERIO - Wakkensteenweg 37B - B-8710 Sint-Baafs-Vijve - T. +32 56 62 80 81 - F. +32 56 62 80 82 - info@balterio.com - www.balterio.com

AWARDS

Best Furniture Wholesaler

Julian Bowen
‘Being voted the Best Furniture Wholesaler
by Interior Monthly’s retail readership is a
great accolade and unsurprising when
you appreciate the professional
approach Julian Bowen applies to
meeting our customers’ needs. We are
immensely proud of this award which
is a result of the hard work and
professionalism of our staff,’ says Julian
Bowen, eponymous founder of the
wholesaler.
The success story is continuing for the
company as it shows double digit sales
growth in a year when many others are
reporting extremely tough trading
conditions.
Always looking forward, Julian Bowen
is building on the success of last year’s At
Home Show by repeating the event at its
showrooms in Kirkby In Ashfield, running
from 13-24 August.
This show will see the launch of the
Strada bedroom range in a light oak
finish with contrasting smoked high
gloss drawers and doors. A matching bed
in three sizes featuring underbed
drawers for additional storage, will also
be on show.
The company continues to expand into
the living and dining area with the
introduction of four dining ranges.
Crantock and Napier offer great spacesaving concepts, while the Belton stores
the folding chairs inside the table. The

distinctive ash veneers on the Hamilton
complete the collection.
Julian Bowen continues to forge ahead
developing innovative designs and cost-

effective solutions, which is proving the
right strategy for it in these difficult
times.
Julian Bowen, tel: 01623 727 374

Top: Crantock
Above: Napier
Left: Hamilton
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AWARDS

Best Flooring Wholesaler

Mercado
‘I must say a huge thank you to all our
customers who constantly support us for
winning this award. Thanks must also go
to all of the Mercado staff who work
really hard and are constantly striving to
improve on the already high level of
service we give to our customers,’ says
Adrian Laffey, Mercado buying director.
‘And of course we wouldn’t be able to
provide that service without our
suppliers. Their ongoing support through
the development and marketing of new
products ensures we continue to grow
market share.’
Among the company’s latest products
is the exclusive Troublefree carpet
collection. It is bleach cleanable with a
lifetime stain warranty and is available in
a fashionable palette of shades in 1m,
2m, 3m, 4m and 5m widths.
The TLC LVT collection has an
embossed PU finish and is available in 18
decors.
Mercado, tel: 0113 380 2900
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Left: TLC LVT is
available in 18 decors,
including Rustic Oak.
The collection will be
complemented by the
launch of a marketing
brochure, highlighting
its design possibilities,
featuring numerous
roomshot images
Below: Mercado's
200,000sqft
distribution centre
distributes 9.5 million
sqm of flooring every
year

AWARDS

WINNER
2012
WINNER
AWARDS 2011

Thank you to all the readers of
Interiors Monthly for voting

Best Flooring Wholesaler

AWARDS

Best Underlay Manufacturer

Ball & Young
‘Ball & Young has been acknowledged as
a true achiever and winner in the
marketplace. It is a fantastic achievement
to win this award, made even more
special because it has been voted for by
the readers of Interiors Monthly. We
sincerely thank you from everyone at Ball
& Young,’ says Ann Shaw, Ball & Young
sales director.
This has proved to be a busy year for
the underlay company with the launch of
Cloud 9 Connoisseur – The Designer
Collection, and sales have exceeded
expectations, according to Shaw.
The Jubilee and Olympic and
Paralympic Games are being celebrated
with specially themed underlay bags that
many consumers insist on keeping.
Following on from this success, the
bags for all Ball & Young Cloud 9
carpet underlays have been
redesigned with more colour.
At The Flooring Show in
September, Ball & Young
will reveal the updated
Cloud 9 Silver Lining, which
has been improved and engineered
to give firm support for carpet in
heavy wear areas. The 6mm
contract product is suitable for
stretch fit and double stick.
Visitors will also be able to
see the company’s full
range of accessories and the
latest underlay backings,
which include information
such as the relevant British
Standard.
‘Our dedication to being
the best continues in all
areas: quality, service and
competitive pricing for
our customers’ benefit,
and I’d like to again
thank the readers of
Interiors Monthly for
continuing to put
their faith in us,’
says Shaw.
Visit: www.underlay.com
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Above: Cloud 9
Connoisseur was
introduced this year
Right: Cloud 9 bags
were rebranded
Left: Proud to be
British, Ball & Young’s
underlay is UK
produced

AWARDS

Best Software Supplier

‘It is absolutely fantastic for us to again
win the Best Software Supplier award. Not
only is it so encouraging to be
recognised by people whose opinion you
respect, but it also means that we’ve
been getting things right for another
year when it comes to meeting our
customers’ needs,’ says Stephen Smith,
Retailsystem md.
Smith says the company has been able
to innovate, update and upgrade its
systems to meet the new challenges the
industry has had to face by listening to
what its customers want.
In the past year he has seen an
unprecedented increase in the use of
Cloud based storage by its users as they
make the move to multichannel retailing.
These include eBay and Amazon stores,
Mobile Suite marketing, ecommerce,
supplier online feeds with special offers,
online order tracking, online staff sales
training and online accounting.
The key to success in the use of
information technology in any
environment, especially the retail
context, is to make sure it’s easy to use, is
up to date and provides users with
powerful tools to support all the
elements that go to make a business
successful, such as marketing, sales,
accounting, stock control and human
resources.
‘That’s why we have made sure that
those upgrades have gone from original
concept to actual installation in the
quickest possible time. And thanks to the
Cloud, upgrading working systems has
happened automatically so there have
been no problems with installation, no
downtime and nothing but increased
and enhanced usability,’ says Smith.
‘In fact, more and more retailers are
switching to the Cloud, recognising the
remarkable and beneficial resource it
represents and the huge range of
opportunities it provides them with.’
Smith cites this year’s introduction of
Mobile Suite that lets retailers target text
messages so that they can aim specific
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MIKKO LUNTIALA

Retailsystem

Retailsystem says
Cloud computing can
transform your retail
landscape and avoid
stress

sales messages at particular customers
according to lifestyle, demographic or
other marketing criteria. Texting direct
has proved effective at increasing sales
and eliminates the expense of designing
and printing leaflets or direct mail.

‘A sincere thank you to all the retailers
who voted for us this year; honouring us
with this award only encourages us to
redouble our efforts to make
Retailsystem better and better each year.’
Visit: www.retailsystem.com

AWARDS

Best Luxury Vinyl Supplier

Karndean Designflooring
This autumn Karndean Designflooring is
introducing a suite of products into its
Knight Tile range, one of its most popular
collections. One of the reasons for this is
the range of colour, texture and style
available. The full range reflects both on
trend design styles as well as a great
selection of bestselling, traditional wood
and stone products. There are new plank
and tile sizes available too.
Included in the collection will be eight
woods, ranging in tone from a deep
chocolate to a white painted effect; four
stones in both warm and grey tones, as
well as two new borders, Mosaic and
Mackintosh – reflecting the design focus
at the heart of Karndean Designflooring.
‘All our Knight Tile products are special
to us and it’s important that we do our
best to stay in touch with what
customers really want in their homes. To
do this we regularly use customer
research and listen to the feedback we
get from our retail partners to create the
most desirable collections,’ says Liz
Hadfield, Karndean Designflooring
Vantage programme marketing manager.
Acting on feedback from retailers is
something Karndean Designflooring tries
to do in other areas of the business too.
An example of this is the development
of an easy to use, retailer friendly online
ordering system, Karndean Account,
available to stockists with a Karndean
Vantage account.
The aim is to make ordering as easy as
ordering from any online store available
to the public.
‘Our retailers are our customers,’
Hadfield says. ‘We don’t forget that, and
we know how precious your time is when
you run your own business. So 24/7 access
to secure ordering can make it much
easier. Hopefully it’s this sort of initiative
that saw Karndean Designflooring voted
Best Luxury Vinyl Supplier by Interiors
Monthly readers, for which we thank
everyone who voted for us.’
Karndean Designflooring,
tel: 01386 820 200
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Left: Portland Stone
Below: St14Mid Worn
Oak KP103
Bottom left: Damas
Stone ST10

AWARDS

Best Vinyl Manufacturer

IVC Group
‘We are extremely proud of Avenue and
Leoline and it’s great that retailers
recognise that these brands bring
exceptional value, high style and most
importantly of all, are the go-to cushion
flooring brands for consumers across the
country. Both brands offer excellent
opportunities for retailers, with Avenue
pushing the boundaries of style, while
Leoline represents the very best in
competitive choice,’ says Francis
Debrabandere, IVC Group commercial
director.
‘With the two brands, IVC Group is
undeniably the UK’s premier supplier of
cushion flooring to both independent,
regional and national retailers and our
collections have achieved widespread
coverage in home interest magazines
and national newspapers,’ he adds.
With Avenue and collections such as
Ultimate Minerals, Precious Metals,
Ultimate Oak and Bubblegum and
Liquorice, retailers can offer styles
designed to challenge conventional
perceptions of cushion flooring. Pushing
cushion flooring to a new audience of
style conscious homeowners, Avenue is
trend-leading and packed full of leading
features, such as Natural Look and Feel
surface structures and PU Lacquer
maintenance technology.
Leoline shares many of these qualities
in a range focused on value with ranges
such as Comfortz, Woodmark and Tile
Styles being firm favourites among
homeowners and retailers alike, says
Debrabandere. He stresses that just
because value is a key consideration,
style and performance do not have to
suffer.
‘With these two brands, IVC Group is a
formidable player within the cushion
flooring market and with excellent
supply chains across the UK, the
manufacturer delivers faultless service
levels backed by warranties on many
products of up to 15 years,’ adds
Debrabandere.
IVC Group, tel: 00 32 5665 3211
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Above: Avenue’s
Ultimate Minerals
Left: Stripes,
Bubblegum and
Liquorice ranges
Below: Travertine
from Leoline’s
Stonemark collection

AWARDS

Best Fabric/Soft Furnishings Manufacturer

Prestigious Textiles
Fabric has been at the heart of all
Prestigious Textiles’ operations since its
foundation 25 years ago, and the
directors and staff are delighted that
their creative and commercial success
continues to be acknowledged across
the industry.
‘The feedback generated in response
to our 2012 collections has been
tremendous,’ says Matthew Helliwell,
Prestigious md. ‘But there’s no room for
complacency in our world. We’re
continuing to develop new product lines,
new colourways and new design
concepts to ensure that this positive and
enthusiastic support continues.’
One of the big design stories for
summer is epitomised in Orient, a
collection of colour-washed designs on a
slub panama backdrop. Sprays of flowers,
artisan ceramics and birds alighting from
filigree cages have been reproduced in a
gentle hand-inked style, matched by
casual zigzags and stripes.
Orient colourways are equally soft,
with the array headed by Lulworth Blue.
Sophisticated digital printing
technology has opened up a new world
of interior decor style, and Prestigious is
making the most of the design potential
of these developments with its Art & Soul
collection of fabrics and wallcoverings.
Featuring pattern repeats on a
previously unimaginable scale,
interpreted through enriched and infinite
palettes, Art & Soul draws on a library of
designs – from urban parkland to jewelbright Jacobean themes, and from opticart to tropical flowers. All are reproduced
across velvets, canvas and linens for
curtains, upholstery and accessories and
partnered by wallcoverings.
Prestigious Textiles is applying its 25
years of experience in home furnishing
fabrics to complementary sectors – and
to wallcoverings in particular. The latest
book of wallpapers and vinyls features
leading trends with its In The Picture
collection, ranging from rococo-style
mirrors (Mirror Mirror) and enticing
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Above: Mirror Mirror
Left: Art & Soul
Below: Orient

textures (Slatted and Torn) to barcode
stripes (Edition) and distinctive retrogeometrics (Look and Shattered).
In the Picture wallcoverings are non-

woven for easy paste-the-wall
application, and a semi-plain vinyl with a
brick texture (Issue) completes the set.
Prestigious, tel: 01274 688 448

AWARDS

Best New Flooring Exhibition

Buying Groups’ National
Flooring Show
‘We are delighted the Buying Groups’
National Flooring Show won the 2012
Interiors Monthly award for the Best New
Flooring Exhibition,’ says a spokesman for
the five flooring buying groups that
organise the event.
‘This is the second year we have held
this event and we were delighted with
the reaction of visitors and suppliers
alike.’
Held in May at Cranmore Park, Solihull,
the show was expanded with the
introduction of a second 745sqm hall to
support the 2,790sqm main hall.
Cranmore Park is in the Midlands just off
Junction 4 of the M42, and only 10
minutes from the NEC and Birmingham
International Airport.
Some 60 suppliers took part with ACG,
BRM, Flooring One, Metro and SMG
members visiting. Suppliers were
delighted with the attendance and the
opportunity to talk with so many quality
retailers.
In addition to many of the major
flooring brands, the new hall featured
companies little seen before in the UK
such as Posh and Moduleo.
‘We are already looking forward to
next year,’ says Glenn Harding, Flooring
One controller, ‘and a meeting has been
organised with the other buying groups
to review this year’s show and discuss
plans for 2013.
‘We’d like to thank all the companies
that took part in the show and made it a
success. The companies taking part were:
Abingdon Flooring, Adam Carpets,
Alternative Flooring Co, Amtico, Asiatic
Carpets, Associated Weavers, Axiom
Displays, Axminster Carpets, Ball &
Young, Bond Worth, Brink and Campman,
Brockway Carpets, Bronte Carpets, Bruce
Starke & Co, Carpenter, Carpet
Foundation, Carpet Logistics, Carpet
Recycling UK, Cavalier Carpets, Cormar
Carpets, CQFS, Crucial Trading, Curtain
Express, Edel Telenzo, Elliott Anti-Slip,
Flock, Flooring Guild, Forbo Flooring UK,
Furlong Flooring, Gaskell Wool Rich,

The event was
held at Cranmore
Park, where more
than 60
companies
exhibited and
members from
five buying
groups visited

Gooch, Oriental Carpets, Hall’s Floorings,
Hand Made Carpets, Heuga Home
Foundations, Interfloor, Karndean,
Kenton Floors, Kersaint Cobb, Kingsmead
Carpets, Louis De Poortere, Manx
Carpets, Mastercraft Rugs, Masterpiece
Systems, Moduleo, Mohawk, Mr
Tomkinson, Oriental Weavers, Parador,
Pergo, Plantation Rug Company, Posh,
Rama Carpets, Ryalux, Stairrods (UK), Ted
Todd, Turtle Mat Company, Ulster
Carpets, Ultimate Rug Company, Victoria
Carpets, Vorwerk, Westex, Whitestone
Weavers, Wilkinson Furniture, Thomas
Witter and Wools of New Zealand.’
Visit: www.bgnfs.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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AWARDS

Best Furniture Exhibition

IMM Cologne
IMM Cologne, the worldwide event for
the interior design sector, will open its
doors in around 150 days. With about
10% more exhibitors and 12% more
exhibition space occupied than the last
show, augmented by an increase in
foreign participation and new product
segments, there’s nothing standing in the
way of a successful exhibition, according
to Frank Haubold, vice president, Trade
Fair Management.
‘For the first time in years we’ll be
occupying the entire exhibition centre
again, enabling our visitors to experience
everything the design sector has to offer
in one location.
‘In view of the huge interest from
professional circles and the media, plus
the fact that the number of exhibitors
who have registered to take part exceeds
all our expectations, we can already say
that, more than ever before, Cologne is
very much a talking point in the
international interior design sector,’ he
says.
More than 1,100 companies from some
50 countries will present trends for the
coming year. So far, 20% more foreign
businesses have registered, a sign of
IMM’s increased international
significance.
This starting position is the result of
IMM Cologne’s consistent development
from a furniture-only trade fair to a
conceptually sophisticated interior
design show.
The development was founded on the
realignment of the Prime segment, the
expansion of the design focal point
Pure with Pure Village, Pure Textile and
the new Pure Editions format, and the
return of the kitchen sector with
LivingKitchen.
Last but not least there are also two
design contests at IMM Cologne each
year.
Since 2002, awarding innovative and
outstanding designed products for the
interiors industry has been the aim of the
Interior Innovation Award. Initiated by
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Some 1,100 companies from more than 50
countries will take part in the 2013 show
which runs from 14-20 January

IMM Cologne and the German Design
Council, the competition evolved as a
highly effective tool for corporate
positioning and product differentiation.

In addition, the D³ Contest has become
another fixed feature at the Cologne fair
and offers young designers a big stage.
Visit: www.imm-cologne.com

AWARDS

Best Flooring Exhibition

The Flooring Show
Launched in Harrogate in 1962 as the
Northern Floor Coverings Fair, The
Flooring Show has proved to be durable,
outlasting a number of rival events
staged in venues as diverse as Blackpool,
Brighton, London and Birmingham.
Despite the tough economic
conditions, the 50th anniversary edition
of the show – starting on 2 September at
the Harrogate International Centre – will
feature more than 110 exhibitors from 10
countries representing all areas of
floorcoverings and related products and
services. A healthy and vibrant show
covering about 3,000sqm of floorspace is
keenly anticipated.
This year efforts are being made to
enhance the seminar programme for the
retail/domestic sector. The 2-3 September
programme, ‘Increasing the profitability
of your business in tough times’ will
directly address what actions small and
medium-sized businesses can take to
build business. The keynote speaker is
Retail Champion’s Clare Rayner.
To accompany the seminars, three
retail displays will illustrate how retailers
can use creative design to inspire their
customers.
As in previous years, there is a threeday demonstration programme
spearheaded by the Contract Flooring
Association, Flooring Industry Training
Association and National Institute of
Carpet and Floorlayers in the Demo Zone
in Hall B.
‘What is significant is the emphasis this
year’s event will place on the way
floorcoverings influence other interior
design decisions in the retail sector, and
the increasingly specialist and high-tech
nature of floorcoverings in the
commercial sector,’ says Paul Stott, The
Flooring Show marketing director.
The exhibition, seminar programme,
demonstrations and networking
opportunities are all free of charge to
trade participants. Parking and Internet
access is free.
Visit: www.theflooringshow.com
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The Flooring Show is
the place to network

AWARDS

Best Marketing Support

Ekornes
‘We are absolutely delighted that
Ekornes has won the Best Marketing
Support award for a record fourth year.
We value these accolades seriously, as
they are customer led,’ says Duncan Box,
Ekornes marketing manager.
‘Historically Ekornes has a reputation
for strong marketing support which this
year’s win again reflects. It is something
year on year we will continue to develop.
‘We are always looking to innovate and
streamline the marketing package we
offer but of course we can only do that
with the support of our retail partners.
Their support is something that we never
take for granted – we are acutely aware
that every marketing plan we present
needs to provide a compelling reason for
our retail partners to invest in it.’
The company reports a stronger than
ever marketing and promotional plan
and where others have cut back, it has
continued to heavily invest in driving
footfall into its retailers and business
building activities. At the forefront of
these developments is embracing digital
marketing as a key tool at retail level.
The summer campaign involved
retailers taking part in email campaigns,
web advertising, behavioural targeting
and video on demand campaigns. A
retailer microsite allows consumers to
browse the entire Stressless collection
online on a retailer’s website. The
microsite joins a host of other digital
tools from Ekornes including banners,
room planners and catalogues.
‘The majority of customers these days
browse and shop using the Internet, so
having a significant online brand
awareness is essential to succeed on the
high street,’ says Box. ‘We are constantly
listening to the feedback of our
customers and following our highly
successful regional retailer marketing
forum meetings, we are already working
on further new developments for
2013/14 to remain at the forefront of the
marketing support we provide retailers.’
Visit: www.ekornes.co.uk
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Left: A microsite has
been developed for
retailers’ websites
Below: Investment
continues to be made
in marketing, for
example for Voyager

• Patented Plus system for perfect support in any position.
• Wide range of luxurious leathers, sumptuous fabrics and wood ﬁnishes.
• Matching Stressless recliners for co-ordinated comfort.
|

| Home Cinema |

|

New Stressless Wizard Sofa with
New Duo Table with Ottomans and
Magic Recliner and Stool

To ﬁnd your nearest Stressless Comfort Studio or
(Éire 1800 927 310)

Advertorial

...more than a buying group
AIS are the largest non-food buying group of its kind supporting independent retailers in
the UK and Ireland but are also so much more than just a buying group.
Members

Shows

Professional support

AIS members are diverse in their scale and
market positioning but all gain advantage
from buying benefits and other forms of
support. Those members include highly
respected and leading retailers Arnotts,
Barker & Stonehouse, Elys of Wimbledon,
Gillies, Glasswells, Jarrold, Sterling and
Stokers to name just a few.

There are regular trade shows throughout
the year in the areas of Furniture, Beds and
Flooring as well as other associated product
categories such as Housewares and Linens
all held in the large exhibition spaces within
the AIS headquarters in Solihull. These
attract the major brands and are a
convenient focal point for member buyers.

There is also professional support in services
such as marketing, training and personnel
where AIS departments make their
expertise available to members. This could
be through regular seminar days on topics
such as online, customer loyalty and training
or by member request. Finally, AIS have a
central procurement service for insurance,
utilities and various commodities that year
after year delivers big savings for members.

Buying
Key to its success are the buying
relationships that AIS facilitate with major
suppliers including exclusive Own Brand
ranges such as Dreamworld beds, exclusive
branded product from leading suppliers such
as G-Plan, exclusive range launches such as
Simply Chic and access to an import
programme of consolidated containers that
would otherwise not be possible for most
independents on their own. Additionally,
there is particular category expertise
exemplified by Flooring One the specialist
carpet and floor-covering division. Some of
the members mentioned above will be
recognised as leaders in this field and benefit
from Flooring One initiatives as well as
furniture in general.

Unique way of working
However, over and above improving their
members’ bottom line through this
collective buying power, AIS also add value
in many other ways that are unique to
them.
There are, for example, a number of
strategy groups focusing on specific product
categories where members can help shape
the buying and sourcing direction. Regular
forums and internal communication
channels also provide the opportunity to
share information and learn from each
other. There is also a streamlined payments
process and central product data that help
make members’ back office operation and
administration more efficient and cost
effective.

AIS Offices, Conference & Exhibition Centre - Solihull

If you are interested in becoming
a member of AIS please contact:
David Standing,
Commercial Director
david.standing@aistores.co.uk
or
Peter Mallinson
Merchandise Director - Home
peter.mallinson@aistores.co.uk

0121 711 2200

Simply Chic, a co-ordinated
collection of upholstery and
cabinets

Exclusive Dreamworld range
only for AIS members

Flooring One specialist buying division

The AIS Furniture Shows bring together the
best Brands and trade buyers

AWARDS

Best Flooring Buying Group

SMG
‘SMG – The National Flooring and
Furnishing Group, is again delighted to
receive recognition from the readers of
Interiors Monthly,’ says Mike Symonds,
SMG head of group operations.
‘Having received the award for Best
Business Support in 2011, the goal for
SMG in 2012 was to raise the bar and
give members of the group even more.
The award of Best Flooring Buying Group
for 2012 underlines our efforts but it
simply could not have been achieved
without the help and support of the
group’s members and approved
suppliers and their willingness to
develop the business with us. Increased
profitability for members is at the heart
of the SMG membership package.’
SMG’s competitive group pricelists
with leading manufacturers benefit
retailers, but do not stifle entrepreneurial
opportunities. An ongoing promotional
calendar with its suppliers, advertised in
its Monthly Update magazine, can bring
extra margin opportunities. In addition,
there are supplier rebate schemes
offering significant returns.
Business costs are high on the SMG
agenda and in 2012 the group power of
over 370 retail outlets has led to
renegotiated prices with Barclaycard for
card payments and with Gamma on the
cost of business communications. SMG
has also added an energy broker into the
group supplier portfolio offering up to
70% savings on energy bills.
‘Central purchasing using SMG
Orderlink is a fantastic opportunity to
increase profitability,’ says Symonds.
‘Checking Orderlink price and
availability should be your first call for
any product you may consider buying
from wholesale. Orderlink provides SMG
members with access to all approved
supplier products and is unique to the
flooring and furnishing industries. With
wholesale beating prices and a rebate
scheme, Orderlink is the jewel in the
SMG crown.’
SMG: tel: 0118 932 3832
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Left: Members have access
to a wide variety of
products
Below: Communications
costs have been reduced
Bottom: Card payment
costs have been cut

AWARDS

Best Furniture Website

Silentnight Beds
‘Here at Silentnight we understand the
importance of our website and are
working hard to continually improve
our customer experience online,’ says
Steve Freeman, Silentnight Group md.
A recent redesign was undertaken to
improve the functionality and usability of
the website with particular focus on
easier navigation, availability of product
content on all product ranges and
increased prominence of local stockist
information for customers.
This was designed to make it easier for
customers to find their local bed
specialist stocking the exclusive The
Classics range.
‘The number of consumers now using
the Internet has increased our online
presence and has enabled us to further
support independent bed specialists in
driving footfall to these stockists from
customer searches on our website,’ says
Freeman.
‘We are delighted these improvements
have been recognised through our
recent award presented to us for Best
Furniture Website.
‘As we strive to improve and develop
our website further still we have invested
in a digital marketing team within
Silentnight to build a brand new look
and feel website which will officially
launch in September this year.
‘This new team brings an extensive set
of skills, knowledge and expertise to
enable us to further enhance the
customer bed buying journey online,’ he
explains.
Developments to the website will
include introducing a new bed selector
function and the ability to showcase
product ranges along with further
significant improvements to the stockist
search functionality.
Freeman adds that the team is
committed to being able to offer website
support to the group’s key retail partners
in helping them improve their own
websites.
Visit: www.silentnight.co.uk
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Above: The website
was redesigned
Left: Gloriana
Below: Gianna

AWARDS

Best Supply Chain/Logistics Company

CEVA Logistics
For the second time in four years, CEVA
Logistics has won the Interiors Monthly
Best Supply Chain/Logistics Company
award.
The company was recognised by
readers for its work within the interiors
sector where it provides one and twoman white glove home delivery services
for major retailers and manufacturers.
But the breadth of services offered does
not stop there.
In addition to collecting furniture from
distribution centres and manufacturing
locations, CEVA delivers to end
customers for the Internet and store
retail channels of major retailers. It also
operates fulfilment warehousing where it
receives product from suppliers, stores it,
and then despatches.
CEVA recently won a five-year contract
with Silentnight Group where it will
make more than 70,000 home deliveries
each year for the Silentnight, Rest
Assured and Sealy brands. It will collect
mattresses and divan bases from two
manufacturing sites in Lancashire and
Cumbria and deliveries will be made on
behalf of major national retailers.
‘All of our crews are trained in product
handling and customer interaction. As
we are delivering on behalf of our
customers, that final stage where
product is delivered by professional,
courteous and clean crews is hugely
important,’ says Jon Evans, CEVA senior
general manager, business development
for the consumer and retail sector in the
UK.
‘When dealing with high value and
high quality items, which become
integral parts of people’s homes, you
have to offer that extra special service,
and we feel that by doing this it reflects
positively on the all-round customer
experience,’ he says.
Since the last award win in 2009, the
company has added a return logistics
service where the company can manage
the collection, removal and recycling
of unwanted or replaced furniture such
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Above: Products can be delivered
from the factory to the consumer
Left: Will Jones, CEVA marketing and
communications manager, UK,
Ireland and Nordics, collects CEVA’s
certificate
Below: CEVA offers one and two-man
white glove deliveries

as mattresses and divan bases.
‘For retailers, our return logistics and
recycling service takes away a hassle that
we are happy to manage. Most
importantly, we talk directly to end
customers to understand their needs and
arrange a service to suit them through
our national customer service centre in
Warrington,’ says Evans.
‘Within the UK interiors sector, we have
made significant progress in providing
direct home delivery services on behalf
of drop ship suppliers for retailers. This

process sees us working very closely with
manufacturers to collect finished product
as soon as it comes off the production
line and deliver it to customers’ homes in
a single operation.
‘This means product never physically
travels to a warehouse facility and
doesn’t accumulate storage or handling
costs. The service can only work by
having a strong understanding between
both parties in order to share detailed
information freely,’ he adds.
Visit: www.cevalogistics.com

AWARDS

Best Business Support

Carpet Foundation
When the Carpet Foundation was set up
in 1999 by the leading UK carpet
manufacturers in the face of a growing
trend towards smooth flooring, it was a
bit of a leap of faith. The cynics said it
wouldn’t last, particularly when, in 2002,
it set about engaging with independent
retailers. Today, it stands strong, the lead
body for the UK carpet industry and it
consistently promotes carpet and its
network of 850 independent retailers.
Just as the world has changed
dramatically in the past 13 years, so has
the Carpet Foundation. It is currently
embarking on a new, fairer funding
model for both manufacturers and
retailers and is set to embrace the digital
world with a heavyweight online
campaign with IPC’s home portal
www.housetohome.co.uk.
The Foundation’s successes are
numerous. It has consistently promoted
carpet via consumer advertising and has
handed its retailers a significant point of
differentiation in the eyes of consumers
with the Office of Fair Trading approved
Code of Practice. Carpet is no longer the
Cinderella of household goods in the
public domain and consistently graces
the pages of home interest magazines.
The website attracts more than 80,000
individual visitors each year, a quarter of
whom actively look for their nearest
retailer. Retail members have their own
individual websites on the Foundation’s
website and in-store POS material that
positions their members as ‘the carpet
experts’, is provided free of charge.
On the technical side, it fights the
UK corner on the European and
international stage. For manufacturers it
introduced the Quality Mark, the only
quality assurance initiative in the UK
carpet industry.
Looking ahead, it is poised to play a
prominent role in this year’s The
Campaign for Wool and, under the
stewardship of chief executive Andrew
Stanbridge, it is embracing the
challenges that lie ahead. In spite of the
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The Carpet Foundation has
raised awareness of carpet
and members are provided
with in-store POS
Below: The Carpet
Foundation is heavily
involved in this year’s
The Campaign for Wool

prevailing market conditions, new
manufacturing members are poised to
come on board. In short, it has cemented
its position in the UK carpet industry.
‘On behalf of everyone at the Carpet

Foundation, I’d like to thank all the
Interiors Monthly readers who value the
services and support we provide to our
members,’ says Stanbridge.
Visit: www.carpetfoundation.com

UPHOLSTERY

Peter Guild’s Mayfair

Artisani’s Arkona

Soft
touch
Feel is all important for the
latest upholstery designs
Sweetpea & Willow’s Lush

Leather upholstery, brown in particular,
has been in the ascendancy for what
seems like decades, but fabric is making
a big return.
‘The mid-upper end of the upholstery
market is an exciting place to be right
now,’ according to Caroline Steed, Steed
Upholstery and Peter Guild sales director.
‘There is a real connection being made
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with British design and manufacturing,
both here at home and abroad, with the
eyes of the world focused on the UK for
the Diamond Jubilee, Olympics and
Paralympics,’ she says.
There are certain things Britain is
recognised for doing rather well, she
says, and quality upholstery is one of
them. In the UK, buying quality British

goods is back on the
wish list for many which both Steed and
Peter Guild are witnessing.
‘With Peter Guild, velvets are very big
right now; plain crushed velvets in
particular, as used on the Mayfair corner
group, with accent scatter cushions, to
stunning effect. We’re able to tailor
each Peter Guild and Steed piece 

UPHOLSTERY

to suit the individual requirements of the
consumer, be it altering the dimensions,
legs or fabric,’ says Steed.
‘We are witnessing a similar fabric
trend with Steed, though it’s very much a
tailored look Steed customers are
after, using woven chenille, patterned
fabrics, such as the Pendragon used on
the Kedleston.’
At Wade Upholstery, Chris Everist, sales
and marketing director, says fabric
upholstery is gaining ground.
‘The shift away from leather to soft
cover continues to gather momentum
with texture and handle becoming a
more important factor in the selection
process. Plaids and checks seem to be of
the moment, as do sumptuous crush
velvet plains in tonal colours,’ he says.
Sweetpea & Willow has joined the
velvet trend with its Lush sofa in velvet
and button-back, while sister brand
Beautiful Modern Thing’s Opulant
Butterfly opts for button-back and linen.
Artisani has also opted for velvet from
Harlequin with its Arkona roll arm bench
while Alexander & Pearl uses stripes to
give a classic French oak armchair a fresh
look.
Alexander & Pearl, tel: 020 8508 0411
Artisani, tel: 0845 259 1410
Beautiful Modern Thing, tel: 0845 257 7150
Peter Guild, tel: 0115 972 9863
Steed Upholstery, tel: 0115 973 4166
Sweetpea & Willow, tel: 0845 257 2627
Wade Upholstery, tel: 01159 394 500
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Above: Steed Upholstery’s
Kedleston
Right: Alexander & Pearl’s
French Stripe
Below: Wade Upholstery’s
Floyd
Bottom: Beautiful Modern
Thing’s Opulent Butterfly

Woodline Marketing has officially opened its UK
showroom highlighting furniture manufacturers
from Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The opening of the showroom, located in Signs Furniture’s
Romford store was attended by customers, representatives of
the manufacturers, the Bosnia and Herzegovina embassy and
international sponsors of the showroom US Agency for
International Development and Swedish International
Development and Cooperation Agency.
The showroom offers a variety of furniture, from traditional
to modern including cabinet to upholstery and dining and
bedroom to bathroom furniture.
The showroom is at Target House, Bryant Avenue, Harold Hill,
Romford, Essex RM3 0AP.
Woodline Marketing: 01708 677 227 • woodlinemarketing@gmail.com

Simon Charles Group Ltd
Furniture, Furnishings, Flooring & Accessories Division

Large and small Quantities of Stock Required Now
• Current Ranges • Slow Moving Stock • Customer Returns
• Discontinued Stock • Clearance Lines • End of Lines • Excess Stock
Turn Stock Into Cash Immediately
Over 170,000 Registered Private & Trade Buyers
Free Storage & Handling • Transport Arranged • Prompt Payment
• No Warranties/Guarantees Required

Call 0800 126 750
or Email: info@simoncharles-auctioneers.co.uk
Simon Charles Group Ltd, Guide Mills, South Street, Guide Bridge, Ashton-under-Lyne, OL7 0PJ

RUGS

Taking
the
floor
The latest rug designs
continue to be bold with
some coming from
unexpected places
‘A key element that pulls together the
various pieces in a room, the rug plays
an increasingly important role in
contributing to the creation of a
warm, inviting living space,’ says
Minotti, when introducing its rug
collection.
Best known for its upholstery and
occasional tables, the Italian firm is
one of a growing number of furniture
companies that have introduced rugs
to coordinate with their furniture.
Here we look at some of the latest
from the newcomers, along with
designs from more established
players.


Mainly a furniture designer, Patricia Urquiola is
no stranger to flooring and has taken inspiration
from hand-woven jumpers to create Gandia
Blasco’s Mangas range, complete with matching
pouffe collection.
Visit: www.gandiablasco.com
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RUGS
Minotti’s Dibbetts Rainbow uses Lyocell cellulose fibre which reflects light
while absorbing any dye colour. Rainbow combines four colours for Artic
(pictured): white, ecru, grey and pewter and three for Forest: rust, petroleum
and ecru.
Visit: www.minotti.com

Austrian design company
Pudelskern has created Fragment
and Patina for Stepevi. Fragment
has the appearance of an old rug,
with varying shades of one colour,
missing pieces and faded oversized
classical patterns. Patina draws its
inspiration from Botticelli’s 1485
Birth of Venus, where the cracks are
inseparable from the painting’s
surface. Six different tones are used
on each rug.
Visit: www.stepevi.com

Borbonese Casa by Matteograssi’s
five-strong rug range includes
Mood, a play of light and shadows
with a screw pattern.
Visit: www.matteograssi.it 
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RUGS
Arketipo’s hand-tufted Parking is designed to look like the markings of a car
park, in either dark blue or beige.
Visit: www.arketipo.com

Eduardo Chillida’s sculptures have been reinterpreted as rugs by Nani
Marquina from 1948’s Fugura Humana (pictured) to 1993’s Gravitacion as
well as the 1990s pictures of his hands.
Visit: www.nanimarquina.com

Jaipur (pictured) is Cattelan Italia’s first entry into the rug sector
along with Delhi, combining cotton and chenille and a faded
and used appearance.
Visit: www.cattelanitalia.com
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Never afraid to make a statement, Jan Kath’s Tokio has recreated the work of
artistic photographer Stefan Emmelmann with pixels becoming silk and
wool knots.
Visit: www.jan-kath.com

RUGS
Left: Looping follows the
natural movement of
winding cord
Below: It is available in
three colours, including
Poppy
Bottom left: Each rug has
1,600 points of contact per
sqm

Winding in and out
Looping can be a hit indoors and in the garden
Although this summer has curtailed further blurring of the line
between inside and out where rugs are concerned, it hasn’t
stopped the development of products suitable for both spaces.
Limited Edition’s Looping is one such range of rugs, created in
collaboration with Dutch textile designer Helene Dashorts.
Looping follows the natural movement of winding cord and
features no less than 1,600 points of contact per sqm. More
than 100 hours of manual craftsmanship are needed to produce
the 100% polypropylene design.
UV and moisture resistant, Looping was primarily designed
for outdoor use but is also at home in contemporary rooms and
is available in three colours: Poppy, Dolphin and Nacre.
The rugs come in 170cm x 230cm, 200cm x 300cm and
300cm x 400cm standard sizes as well as a 200cm diameter, and
custom sizes are also available.
Visit: www.limitededition.be
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The 2-man home
delivery solution...
...getting furniture
into the home
Furdeco is the UK’s finest 2 Man Furniture Home Delivery Service,
offering retailers, wholesalers and even the end user an efficient
white glove service. We understand how furniture needs to be
stored, handled and delivered. We make hundreds of deliveries on
behalf of our clients each week providing a room of choice delivery,
unpacking and assembly where required.
Where we differ from other companies is that we only deliver, store
and handle furniture and offer a 2 man room of choice delivery as
standard. We have a central 40,000 sq ft hub which eliminates the
continuous handling of the product resulting in a reduction of
damage and loss for all our clients to date.

Home Delivery - Important points on our service:
• All vehicles go out with a 2 man uniformed crew
• All deliveries are booked in 3 days in advance
• All deliveries are allocated a 2-3 hour timeslot
• Calls can be made on the day of delivery
• We only use our own vehicles with our own staff
(excluding north Scotland region)
• We operate out of our 40,000 sq ft warehouse
• We only have the one central hub to minimise handling of the product
therefore reducing risk of damage
• Dedicated account manager so you speak to the same person all the time.
• Online Home Delivery software
• We can collect from your warehouse/store or your supplier’s premises
• We can take in deliveries from yourself or your suppliers
• We can provide container unloading and storage

We believe we go the extra
mile for all our clients, we are
flexible and able to
undertake all tasks involved
with furniture delivery.
Give us a call on
08712885010
or email your enquiry through
at info@furdeco.co.uk

Further information can also be found on our website
www.furdeco.co.uk

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Memory foam or sprung
models are available for
the 1907 range

Sleeping beauties
A look at the latest products in the market
Palatine Beds has launched the 1907 branded mattress
collection, offering a choice of memory foam or sprung models
and bespoke options.
‘Choosing the right mattress is one of the most important
decisions we make; after all, we spend a third of our lives asleep
and countless more hours relaxing in bed. Our daily lives can go
by in a frantic whirl of activity, so it’s essential to make the place
where you unwind and recharge as comfortable as possible,’
says Andrew Waters, 1907 sales and marketing manager.
‘Believing that neither foam or springs are superior to the
other and being committed to providing the ultimate in
customer choice, we have developed a luxurious range which
enables the customer to explore what works for them.’
All mattresses are available in a range of sizes, from single to
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super king size and understanding that customers come in all
shapes and sizes, bespoke solutions are also offered.
The spring models feature wool, horsehair, cotton and coir,
hand-teased to open out the fibres which are laid over either
pocket spring or open coil spring units for optimal full-body
support. Each mattress is covered with a soft damask cover and
embroidered with the 1907 name.
‘Because all 1907 mattresses are made by hand it is possible
to create a wide range of bespoke mattresses, tailor-made to
suit individual needs. We can produce mattresses with cut-out
corners to accommodate bedsteads such as four-posters or to
fit into a corner or alcove. Levels of firmness can also be
customised to accommodate differing preferences,’ adds Waters.
Visit: www.1907beds.co.uk


BEDS AND BEDROOM

Kingstown Furniture has relaunched its website, showing more of
its products and allowing consumers to find local stockists and
download brochures. The website redesign is part of an ongoing
programme of investment for Kingstown, which included a £1m
investment in the introduction of a technologically advanced,
high-quality, high-capacity edge processing line from Biesse at its
Hull facilities. This follows the installation of two state of the art
cutting machines.
Kingstown Furniture, tel: 01482 701173

Spanish fitted bedroom, kitchen and bathroom
manufacturer Doca, has entered the UK market, with a
1,500sqft showroom in west London and is looking for
stockists across the country.
Visit: www.docauk.com

Hyder Living has expanded its portfolio with the introduction of a divan range. ‘Traditionally
though we have steered away from the divan sector, instead focusing on improving our
bedstead portfolio, service and back room support so that we can answer the needs of a highly
competitive market. However, after research in the sector and demand from our expanding
customer base, we have decided to enter the market,’ says Zed Hyder, Hyder Living md. ‘The
divan portfolio initially provides drawer, base, construction and mattress options, meaning
retailers can tailor a solution to their client base.’
Hyder Living, tel: on 01484 531 000
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Kettle Interiors has expanded its Canterbury and
Cotswold bedroom collections. Additions to Canterbury
include a three-drawer wide chest, two over four jumbo
chest, large mirrored gent’s wardrobe (pictured)
and mirrored triple wardrobe with five drawers. Cotswold
additions include a combination wardrobe, large
mirrored gent’s wardrobe and mirrored triple wardrobe
with five drawers.
Kettle Interiors, tel: 01536 444 960

LIVING AND DINING
Left: There is a choice
of two dining tables
Inset: The coffee table
has turned legs
Bottom: Chatsworth
has a light yet mellow
finish

Country set
Old Charm is set to widen its appeal
‘Old Charm is the epitome of a quality
furniture brand with its products and
designs firmly rooted in the traditional
and classical eras,’ says Malcolm Nix,
Wood Bros sales and marketing director.
‘Functionality and style have always
featured strongly in the design ethic
employed in the ranges and collections
and product specification and integrity
are at the forefront of our manufacturing
principles.’
He says Chatsworth, the oak collection
being introduced later this year,
encompasses these attributes and is set
to broaden further the appeal of the Old
Charm brand.
Chatsworth reflects the character and
strength of design prevalent in an
archetypal English country manor.
It is constructed from a combination of
solid and veneers, each selected based
on appropriateness and performance
in use. It is finished in Flaxen, an
authentic, light yet mellow colour
highlighted by extensive softening and
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darkened rubs which add definition.
The collection is made up of 15 pieces.
These include: a 1.83m extending dining
table with turned tapered legs, chunky
farmhouse-style top and self-stored
extension leaf; a 1.2m circular fixed top
table with a substantial central pedestal;
upholstered chair; two sideboards;

mirror; display top; two bookcases;
display cabinet; coffee table; lamp table;
two nests of tables and two TV units
– corner and rectangular.
Chatsworth will be in stores from
September supported by a national and
online advertising and PR campaign.
Wood Bros, tel: 01920 469 241

‘Chatsworth’
The new collection from Old Charm. Launches Autumn 2012

Featuring character oak and available in ‘flaxen’, a mellow finish, the range offers stunning dining, living
and occasional designs. Its versatile style is grand yet simple and would complement all interiors from
casual to formal. As with all Old Charm, Chatsworth is covered by a lifetime guarantee.

“Designed for living, guaranteed for life”
For more information or to view contact us on 01920 469241
www.oldcharm.co.uk

NEW DESIGNERS

Hat-trick hero
Hugh
Leader-Williams
could be a name
to remember for
the future

Craig Foster was named BDC New Designer of the
Year for his cork Curk table lamp

Leader-Williams with his Spun Furniture

Until last month Hugh Leader-Williams
was unknown, but that is likely to change
after winning three awards at New
Designers. The Loughborough University
3D design new practice graduate, won
the 100% Design, BCFA Lugo and
Made.com awards for his Spun Furniture.
Now in its 27th year, New Designers
presented more than 3,500 graduate
designers from the class of 2012 from
200 UK design courses.
The judges praised Spun Furniture as:
‘A cool looking product, well presented,
with lots of commercial and
development potential. An innovative
approach to resolving manufacturing
limitations as well as consumer needs
within a simple design. There is great
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Kit Miles won the One Year On award for his
textile collection

potential for developing his idea into a
range that would appeal to our
customers. A simple concept that is well
resolved, commercially viable and an
original design.’
Leader-Williams’ ambition is to get his
furniture produced either by licensing or
producing it himself, and says the awards
make this much more likely.
‘It has given me greater confidence. I
don’t design just to make a statement, I
want it to be practical too,’ he says.
‘One day I would love to have my own
design studio. I have always enjoyed
making things and like the hands on
process. There is something very
satisfying about the tangible nature of
having something you have designed

and built yourself. The most valuable
aspect of winning this award is working
in the industry and seeing how it
operates before branching out on my
own.
‘The hardest thing for any designer is
to get your work made. The opportunity
to get something made by such a high
profile company as Made.com is
amazing.’
He says the idea for Spun Furniture
came from a point of creating something
practical and easily produced.
‘I made it as simple as possible,
requiring low investment for producing,
while still being really elegant,’ says
Leader-Williams.
Visit: www.newdesigners.com

The Flooring Show, Harrogate 2-4 September

SHOW GUIDE

The Flooring Show
Harrogate International Centre
2-4 September 2012

Hall A
Abingdon Flooring
Akteks
Beauflor
Carpet & Flooring Review
Central Flooring
Computers for Flooring
Cormar Carpets
Crown Floors
Cybergold
Distinctive Flooring
Eazi-Lay Loc
Egalsoft
Gaskell Wool Rich
Green Tree Distribution
Hadfields
Haldon Thompson
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A3A
A2
A27
A7
A24
A17/A18
A1
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A5
A5
A25
A28
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A32
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Hand Made Carpets
Kersaint Cobb
KJC Carpets
Lifestyle Floors
Mr Tomkinson
Phil Brough Sales Agency
The Stocklists
Woolsafe

A14
A13/A21
A8
A12/22
A29
A25
A3
A33

Hall M
Ball & Young
BMK
Carpet Recycling UK
Createx
Dikatex
Dollken-Weimar
F&X Carpet

M20/M24
M15
M32
M26
M28
M33
M3

Flooring Logistics
M27
HBS
M11
H & V Carpet
M22
Lano
M23
Mercado
M27
Merryfield
M4
Mohawk
M17
Morleys
M35/M36
Oriental Weavers
M14
Plantation Rugs
M11
Rhys Davies Freight Logistics
M6
Skills Group Flooring in association with
The Flooring Guild
M8
Stroolmount (UK)
M9
Wilkies Carpets
M29


The Flooring Show, Harrogate 2-4 September

SHOW GUIDE

Hall C
Associated Carpet Group
British Wood Flooring Association
Demart
Edel Telenzo Carpets
Furlong Flooring
Georgian Carpets
Interiors Monthly
Kingsmead Carpets
Manx Carpets
Mapei
Mastercraft Rugs
Masterpiece Systems
Melrose Textile Co
Millennium Weavers Europe
PCA Oriental Carpets
Rama Carpets
Regency Carpets
Tomorrow’s Flooring
V4 Woodflooring

C35
C12/26
C18
C43
C1
C19
C15
C12/C26
C5
C13/25
C3
C44
C22
C36
C6
C14
C1
C31
C42
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Brompton
Brompton is a refined tailored
3 ply low level loop that
blends perfectly with any décor.
This is an enduringly popular choice
for its durability and good looks.
4m(13’1”) & 5m(16’4”) widths
www.manxcarpets.co.uk
Please visit us at Harrogate Hall C stand 5
to have a look for yourself.

The Flooring Show, Harrogate 2-4 September

SHOW GUIDE

Hall B
Adore
Anbo International
Ardex UK
Bona
Bosch
British Wool Marketing Board
Brockway Carpets
Bronte Carpets
Cavalier Carpets
Clemence Richard
Contract Flooring Association
Contract Flooring Journal
Dapedon Floors
Esco
Exakt Precision Tools
F Ball
Fair Packaging
IVC Group
J2 Flooring
Lalegno
Novostrat
Personna
Prices Paving & Tile
Primatech
Quebec Wood Export Bureau
Roberts
Shaanxi Aoke Wood
Smart Direct
Spotnails
Stairrods
The Complete Stairmakeover
The Flooring Magazine
Tramex
Tremco Illbruck
Tile and Stone Journal
Unifloor
Universal Mouldings
Wagner

B43
B20
B34
B7
B17
B21/22
B21/22
B21/22
B21/22
B40
B10
B10
B23
B39
B11
B1
B29
B32
B38
B36
B4
B28
B3
B13
B14
B18
B5
B44
B33
B27
B8
B42
B6
B16
B10
B12
B19/B24
B15

Demo Area
FITA
NICF

Hotels
Betap
BIG Floorcoverings
Classis
Condor
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Holiday Inn
St George
Holiday Inn
St George

The Flooring Show Harrogate 2-4 September

SHOW GUIDE
Beauflor’s
Ultragrip
Studio XL

Get ahead
of the game
A preview of what will
be on offer at Harrogate

With more than 100 exhibitors, there will be plenty of new
products on show at Harrogate.
Beauflor is introducing three LVT ranges under the Podium
brand. This collection is aimed at both contract and residential
applications. Podium Click is the click-vinyl range, Podium Pro
30 and Podium Pro 55 are two dry back ranges with a 0.3mm
and 0.55mm wear layer respectively. The Podium collection
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offers both classical and contemporary wood and tile designs.
It will also show its recent additions to Ultragrip vinyl:
Ultragrip Studio XL, Ultragrip Modena, Ultragrip Magnum and
Ultragrip Design.
The British Wool Marketing Board will unveil its latest POS
and highlight its shepherd’s crook mark.
Clemence Richard is highlighting oak and ash


the natural choice
Reps & agents:
John Pringle – Cumbria & NE: 07779 140781
Paul Brown – Midlands: 07973 783532
Richard Cooper – E Anglia: 07860 525245
Gary Foster – Home Counties N: 07515 283872
Mark Broster – London & SE: 07766 255222
Jenny Borrett – South & SE: 07969 816727

Mike Mortimer – Scotland: 07975 682385
Peter Baldwin – NW: 07973 410688
Gary Kendall – Home Counties N: 7802 661944
John Constable – London & SE: 07836 734322
Mark Borrett – South & SE: 07968 119056
Martin Pow – South West: 07968 119887

Gorsey Lane, Coleshill, Birmingham, B46 1JU
Sales: 01675 433066

The Flooring Show Harrogate 2-4 September

SHOW GUIDE
Fair Packaging’s Green Grass

Mohawk’s SmartStrand Sheer Ecstacy

engineered wood floors. The company has two factories in
Lithuania that only use fully certified, sustainable and
renewable sources. It takes full control of timber preparation at
every stage, from forest through to kiln drying, and then to
production.
Crown Floors will introduce a lectern POS unit, featuring
Dapdune Wharf and Crown Wilton and two ranges only
available with the lectern: Dunnotter Castle, a heavy saxony in
10 colours, and Kingston Lacy, a thick shaggy pile with a 22mm
height.
Cybergold UK is rebranding products and showing off its new
website. The redesigned Rug Control and Rug Control Super
Strength, together with the Stain Remover, will be on display.
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Gaskell’s Flame Assam

Döllken Weimar will introduce a range of skirting boards
based on its German experience but adapted for the UK market.
These skirtings are designed to match all market leading
products. There will be demonstrations on the stand of its
specially designed mitre installation tool.
Edel Telenzo will show a number of new ranges alongside
recent launches including Highbury, Hampton Court, Islington
and Amore.
Fair Packaging will display its latest underlays, including Sun
Gold. Green Grass has a specially embossed foil to improve the
ability for levelling uneven surfaces. A green layer of
polyethylene provides a barrier against moisture. The underlay
is available with PE foam in 3mm to 5mm thicknesses. 

Come and see us at

Kersaint Cobb...
a refreshing change

Cocktails & Carpets at the Beach Bar

Kersaint Cobb
"natural floorcoverings" - Sisal, Grasses, Wool & Wood
"Beautiful floors to make Beautiful homes"
www.kersaintcobb.co.uk

Tel: 01675 430 430

Stand A13

The Flooring Show Harrogate 2-4 September

SHOW GUIDE

Above: Crown’s Hardwick
Hall
Left: Edel Telenzo’s Islington
Below: Döllken Weimar’s
skirting boards

Gaskell Wool Rich will feature its new High Society and
Kintyre Axminster collections.
From Kingsmead Carpets is the expanded Clean Easy
collection and its full 80/20 portfolio including the latest colours
in Artwork Stripe Special Edition and Wolltec.
Manx Carpets will show the three-ply Brompton low level
loop available in 4m and 5m widths.
Merryfield Group will highlight its range of carpet and vinyl
roll cutting machines, roll handling and storage systems.
Eco-friendly carpets including EverStrand and SmartStrand
will be on Mohawk’s stand.
Mr Tomkinson is relaunching Classic Berber, its loop pile twoply Berber in 100% wool, with one new design and two new
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colours, increasing the collection to 32 options. Jade is a new
Saxony with the yarn made from PET recycled plastic bottles.
Roberts will be showing its latest carpet installation tools,
adhesives and accessories.
WoolSafe showcases its new approved marks designed for
those who have received specialist wool maintenance training
by the organisation, allowing retailers to identify WoolSafeapproved cleaners. The new WoolSafe Approved Fibre Care
Specialist mark is suitable for individual technicians, while
companies are awarded the WoolSafe Approved Service
Provider status. It will also have information on its new online
training courses for carpet cleaning professionals.
Visit.www.theflooringshow.com


Visit us at the

Visit our new website

Manchester
Furniture Show

www.finchys.com

Stand A2

to see our new QuickClick advert

Visit us at
The Flooring Show
Harrogate
Stand M9

*As seen on TV*

£140

£60

Tel: 08454 70 66 70 Fax: 01942 271271
www.finchys.com

Email: info@finchys.com

If you are interested in selling our products, or for other trade enquiries, please contact us

The Flooring Show Harrogate 2-4 September

SHOW GUIDE

Talking point

The show has a full seminar programme in the seminar theatre in Hall C
2 SEPTEMBER
10am–10.20am
Software for flooring estimation: How you can save time and
money and enhance your customer service. Speaker: Charles
Pearson, Masterpiece Software.
10.30am–10.50am
The LVT market and the growing popularity of the click system.
Speaker: Paul Brady, Adore Floors.
10.55am–11.30am
Protecting the customer from poor workmanship: The Government
backed Trust Mark scheme and the new Quick-Step Academy.
Speakers: Conor McKernan, Unilin/Quick-Step Academy, and
Mike Blakeley, PSC Training.
11.35am–12noon
Meeting the costs of training: Overview of available funds and
apprenticeship schemes for the flooring industry. Speaker: Lindsay
McCurdy, Apprenticeships England.
2pm–2.25pm
Carpet Recycling UK – new recycling opportunities for retailers.
Speaker: Jane Gardner, Carpet Recycling UK.
2.30pm–2.55pm
Carpet Recycler case study – working with retailers to recycle
installation waste. Speaker: Lee Bridge, Anglo Recycling.
3pm–3.25pm
Can a buying group benefit my business? Speaker: Mike Symonds,
SMG.
3.30pm–4.30pm
How sorting basic business finances can help boost your profits in
stressed markets. Speaker: Darrel King, KPMG.
3 SEPTEMBER
10.30am–11.15am
The key ingredients of effective retailing. Speaker: Clare Rayner,
Retail Champion.
11.20am–11.30am
Creative shop and window displays that inspire the consumer:
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Introduction to three designs specially commissioned for The
Flooring Show. Speaker: Joanna Ramsden, Wools of New
Zealand.
11.35am–12pm
How floorcoverings define a room – the floor as the focus of
interior design. Speaker: Nick Gilbert, Prestige Floor Studio,
Altrincham.
12.05pm–12.30pm
Heightening the retail experience. Speaker: David Anderson,
Pop-Works.
2pm–2.25pm
The Internet is a friend that can help, not an enemy to fear: The
Internet as a tool to build your business. Speaker: Ross Brown,
digital marketing consultant.
2.30pm–2.55pm
Sources of finance for small business expansion – getting ready to
take advantage of the upturn. Speaker: Darrel King, KPMG.
3pm–3.25pm
Carpets and vinyl: The power of training. Speaker: Ray Morgan,
The Flooring Guild.
3.30pm–4.30pm
Wood flooring apprenticeships. Speaker: Andrew Thomas, The
British Wood Flooring Association Apprenticeship Scheme.

Manchester Furniture Show

REVIEW

Standout
designs

Above: Cavendish’s
Matrix
Left: Kettle Interiors’
Banbury Elegance

There were many highlights at
the Manchester Furniture Show
Buoyant Upholstery introduced several models.
Onyx is a contemporary design in black faux
leather with stitching detail and metal feet while
the compact Rawson sofa has a Union flag design.
Kensington is a traditionally shaped model with a
muted floral print and cigar-shaped arms. Corner
units included the compact Spencer, cuddler
Hilton and Lima with iPad dock and sound system.
Aylesbury is a mock knowle with a choice of
standard or cushion back. Petra is a curvy, chunky
design. A sofabed option was introduced to Oregon and a
recliner to Melody.
Cavendish Upholstery showed off its latest UK-made designs,
including Matrix which is its fastest selling range.
G&P Furniture extended its dining offer with a compact
breakfast set, compact gateleg table with storage, the Cheshire
extending table in maple, the Torino table in 110cm x 70cm and
75cm x 75cm sizes, and the 120cm x 80cm Metro table in
natural oak with matching sideboard.
Kettle Interiors unveiled Banbury Elegance, an update to
Banbury with a higher quality paint finish, sophisticated
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handles and design tweaks. Farmhouse was also introduced
and the Canterbury and Cotswold bedroom ranges extended.
Legends Furniture made its debut at the show, offering a
range of leather upholstery available from stock.
Originals introduced the Monterey 10-seater dining table
alongside the Harlequin bedstead with fabric cover.
Relaxateeze unveiled details of next day and seven working
day delivery options, due to be introduced in September. All
swivel, recliner and club models will be available to stockists for
mainland next day delivery to the store or direct to the
consumer. Avanti, Eros and Milano will also be available 

COMPACT
DINING
SPECIALISTS

CHESHIRE EXTENDER
special offer £175 (minimum order 4 sets)

DEVON EXTENDER
£125 (minimum order 4 sets)

COMPACT Gateleg

COMPACT Breakfast

DEVON

METRO

ADVERTORIAL

£10m Stock
Available

...LET US BE YOUR WAREHOUSE!
The Morris Furniture Group has
a modern state of the art office and
warehouse facilities in Glasgow
with £10m in stock NOW of new and
existing best selling ranges. With more
trailers, more loading bays, more stock,
smoother access and greater
communication, there's never been a better
time to choose The Morris Furniture
Group. On site, they also have their own
in-house marketing and sales team ready to
assist you every step of the way, as they
continue to heavily invest and support their
retailers. As the UK’s leading supplier of
cabinet furniture when stockists deal with
the Morris Group, they know they’ll get
the peace-of-mind of buying product that is
made for the British market – to British
tastes and designs. Add to that massive

stock levels, delivery by our own fleet and
excellent customer service levels.
The Morris Furniture Group also offers a
vast choice of product across its brands. A top
quality, classically styled portfolio from G
Plan Cabinets, Morris Furniture with its
reputation for unrivalled value and choice
and Zone Furniture with the winning
combination of contemporary design and
affordability.

- ONE GROUP
- FOUR BRANDS
- NEW DESIGNS
- NEW COLLECTIONS

NEXT DAY
delivery

Relax - let us deliver

SWIVELS
ABERDEEN

DUNDEE

GLASGOW

EDINBURGH

RECLINERS

AYR
NEWCASTLE
CARLISLE

HOMESPEED

HULL

LEEDS

MANCHESTER

Available on all swivel,
d club
b models
reclinerr and

LIVERPOOL

LEICESTER

Direct to your store or customer
UK
K Mainland
d Delivery
(Ireland & Islands, ask for details)

CLUB

WREXHAM

(Subject to stock availability)

BIRMINGHAM

NORWICH

CAMBRIDGE
SWANSEA

Available only to stockists

CARDIFF
BRISTOL

LONDON
DOVER

Launches September 2012

SOUTHAMPTON
PLYMOUTH

ADVERTORIAL

STOR

E

Winchester Unveiled

Relax with our

7 day*

delivery toStoreyour
Avanti

Eros

AVAILABLE IN

WINCHESTER COLLECTION

Cream

Brown

Milano

In case you missed it, Morris Furniture
recently unveiled Winchester - their latest
range. With a traditional rustic appearance and
a robustness to match, the Winchester range is
sure to prove itself a winner with customers
nationwide.

STOREXPRESS
*7 working days

Available in American White Oak it features massive tops
on all its products giving a powerful look to the collection.
Winchester provides ample storage options in all the
sideboards and bookcases while the glass units all have
concealed lighting and solid wooden rails.

• Available only to stockists
• Available on Avanti, Eros & Milano
• Direct to your store

• UK Mainland Delivery
(Ireland & Islands, ask for details)

• Launches September 2012

Relax - Let us deliver
Contact your local agent or sales team now! +44 (0) 141 300 7234 www.relaxateeze.co.uk

New Dining Concept Don't forget Davenport

Z NE

This year the Morris Furniture
Group successfully launched
it’s newest ranges at its stand
at GMEX in Manchester. CEO – George McGraw said
“There was particular interest in Zone’s newest arrival, the
'Quartz' range”. Quartz is a stylish black high gloss range
detailed with soft LED lighting throughout. He also added
that “During the recent show the new Morris Winchester
range has exceeded our expectations, and I expect increased
interest as the months progress”.
Live your life, Love your home.

DAVENPORT COLLECTION

QUARTZ COLLECTION

G Plan cabinets newest range

Also presented at GMEX was G Plan Cabinets successful
“Davenport Collection” in golden teak finish.
Davenport provides a wide range of special features including
smoothly expanding dining tables. A velvet lined cutlery tray and
subtle down lighting in glass fronted cabinets.
To become a stockist of G Plan Cabinet
furniture, contact your local agent, call
0141 300 7300 or visit
www.gplancabinets.co.uk

Manchester Furniture Show

REVIEW
Right: G&P’s compact gateleg table
Below: Wade Upholstery’s Jasper
Bottom: Seconique’s Lewis in
natural oak and its box

Buoyant Upholstery, tel: 01282 691 631
Cavendish Upholstery, tel: 01257 277 664
G&P Furniture, tel: 01429 280 200
Kettle Interiors, tel: 01536 444 960
Legends Furniture, tel: 01782 833 777
Visit: www.originalsuk.com
Visit: www.relaxateeze.co.uk
Rowico, tel: 01249 821 748
Seconique, tel: 0121 506 4888
Wade Upholstery, tel: 0115 973 0300
Willis Gambier, tel: 0845 606 7004

on free delivery to the store within seven working days for
stockists.
Rowico added to the Aspen collection to include a
planked top dining table and new dining chairs. The
Essence bedroom range has a distressed look while
the Salt Lake dining collection has a number of
small tables.
A highlight of Seconique’s launches was its
three foot Lewis bed, available in three finishes. The
flatpack design comes in a compact carton aimed at
takeaway or online sales. Other launches included
the Merlin Study bunk and Eclipse occasional range in
both oak and walnut.
Wade Upholstery showed off its latest sofas, including the
compact Floyd and the scroll arm Jasper, available in two sizes,
an armchair, wingchair and accent chair with metal and wood
feet. Its fabric offer has been revamped with 125 fabrics
introduced while the frame and spring guarantee has been
extended to lifetime. Existing products have seen increased
specification and price realignments.
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Willis & Gambier introduced a range of upholstered loose
cover dining chairs with a choice of 22 fabrics. The Milton
bedroom collection is painted with light oak panels. It also
added a bar table and stools and console/dining table to Spirit
and a blanket box to the Spirit bedroom range. A circular table
and bar table and stools were added to Tuscany.

• Mirrors •
• Mirror framed artwork •
High Quality handmade German furniture from
Schnepel from £225 RRP!
•
•
•
•

Delivery to clients home.
Prebuilt on most models.
Built in power sockets on most furniture
Many unique finishes including concrete and real slate
as well as real wood.

• Art Nouveau mirrors •

DB
MIRRORS

SHOW VAN
SERVICE AVAILABLE
Call to book an appointment
Contact Dave Butler on
07715 690 267
Power supply on rear of
VariC Furniture

ELF in black, white and wood combinations.
Wall units as well as Home Entertainment

Stunning X Line for the real premium look
and stunning finishes.

VariC Furniture starts at
£299 RRP!

Demagio and Schnepel
info@demagio.com or call us on 01604 652832

ENTERTAINMENT

SUDOKO

CROSSWORD

Easy

Medium

Difficult
Answers can be found on p130
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 Brewer’s need
6 Stagnant
11 Drunkard
14 Chou ___
15 Feels for
16 Bambi’s aunt
17 Sacred song
18 Pertaining to the eye
19 Immerse
20 Obscure road
22 Expeditiously
24 Breakfast choice
28 Shares viewpoints
29 Remove the antlers
30 Ships’ officers
32 Golf club that can be numbered 1
to 9
33 Proposed, perhaps
35 Image
39 Male parent
40 Corrida cry
41 Gambling game
42 Canvas shelter used on camping
trips
43 Examined furtively
45 A dish with many ingredients
46 Pertaining to the small intestine
48 Concurs
50 Eccentric man
53 Quiver
54 Extra terrestrial being
55 Orange brown earth pigment
57 Cover
58 Name
60 Light greyish brown
65 Broke bread
66 Expression peculiar to a language
67 Religion of the Muslims
68 That woman
69 Brahmin, eg
70 Ogles

1 ‘Sure thing’
2 Printing widths
3 Like
4 Gal of song
5 Wood
6 Frown
7 Spanish snack
8 Bohemian
9 Wreath of flowers
10 Elude
11 Four door
12 In reserve
13 Ribbons
21 Pull abruptly
23 Pea shaped
24 Writer of lyric poetry
25 Nest of a bird of prey
26 Sharp pointed plant outgrowth
27 Coin into money
28 Polo Grounds legend
30 Pertaining to song
31 Away from the wind
34 Director Ephron
36 Biblical spy
37 Style of bay window
38 Snare
43 Latin word which means ‘for every’
44 Challenge to complete a task
47 Living in still water
49 Small burrowing rodent
50 Australian cockatoo
51 Best of a group
52 Bird that gets you down
53 Topic 55 Elevator man
56 Coagulate
59 Agency of the United Nations
61 Compass point
62 ___ de France
63 Needlefish
64 The middle of summer?

AREA SALES MANAGERS
MIDLANDS • NORTH EAST
COMPETITIVE BASIC SALARY + ATTRACTIVE COMMISION
+ COMPANY CAR

Would you like to become part of the successful team at
Dreamworks Beds?
We are looking for two experienced sales people with a proven
track record selling beds within a similar role.
You will be hard working, liked by your customers and able to
demonstrate sales growth in your previous positions.
Dreamworks Beds make a competitive range of high quality
beds and sofa beds, backed up with excellent service.
We are looking for high calibre people to join us that share the
same focus on customer satisfaction.

CREATEX
Patchwork
collection
A stunning range
of rugs inspired by the
historic French Aubusson
designs. Now available in
the UK.
Following the success of
the Patchwork collection,
we are shortly launching
our Autumn collection.

Please forward your C.V and a covering letter to:
Sarah Edwards
Personnel
Dreamworks Beds Ltd
7 Brook Lane
Westbury
Wiltshire
BA13 4EP
e.mail: sarahedwards@dreamworksbeds.com
www.dreamworksbeds.com

Createx, Plein 51, Kortrijk, 8500 Belgium

No employment agencies please.

Tel: +32 56 306 633 • Fax +32 56 980 130 • Email info@createx.be

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER X 2
Crucial Trading, a highly successful business and market leader
in floorcoverings, are seeking to recruit two Business
Development Managers.

Position 1: Southern Counties
The Southern County territory covers Kent, Sussex, Surrey &
Hants.

Position 2: NE London
The territory covers North and East London along with Essex.
Applicants should reside on the territory for which they are
applying for.
You must have a proven track record and be able to meet the
challenge of not only achieving but exceeding sales targets,
while managing the territory as if it were your own business,
making decisions relating to the identification and development
of key accounts, customer profitability, merchandising and
future product development.
Experience in design and colour led home furnishings would be
an advantage.
The successful candidate will receive an excellent salary and
bonus package, together with car, private health care and
company pension.
Please send a detailed CV and covering letter to:
Mr P Durnan, National Sales Manager, Crucial Trading,
21 Lise Avenue, Kidderminster, DY11 7DE
detailing current salary package.
Or e-mail: Peter.Durnan@crucial-trading.com
Strictly no recruitment agencies or consultancies.

FINAL POLISH
A sporting life
If Usain Bolt retains his three Olympic
gold medals, he may, in some small part,
have Bean2Bed to thank after the
Birmingham company provided the
Jamaican team’s pre-Olympic training
camp in the city with its bean bags.
Unfortunately, it won’t give him any
advantage over the USA team as
Bean2Bed also supplied its training
camp.

Rowing, not fitting
Staff at Yorkshire retailer Norwood
Interiors recently raised more than
£1,500 by rowing across Lake
Windermere in aid of St Gemma’s
Hospice. Norwood has pledged to raise
£20,000 for the hospice during 2012.
Norwood already donates £50 to St
Gemma’s for every kitchen, bedroom and
bathroom it sells.

The largest hospice in Yorkshire, it
helps 2,500 patients, carers and their
families every year.
‘Our seven-strong team worked really
hard and did the 10 mile row in two
hours 30 minutes. Conditions were
cloudy and choppy – typical British
summer weather – but despite the
predicted strong winds it was a great
event and we’ve raised even more
money for this worthwhile cause,’ says
Julie Gocke, Norwood Interiors sales and
marketing director.

Helping badgers
Wakefield District Badger Group’s efforts
to build an operations base received a
boost when online retailer Source Wood
Floors and supplier Pro Fit Mouldings
donated flooring to the charity.
‘As a charity we often rely on the
generosity of companies to help us out,

so when Source Wood Floors told us they
were able to donate a range of products
to us, we were naturally over the moon,’
says Paul Haywood, WDBG chairman.
‘When WDBG contacted us to see if we
could supply them with any products, we
were more than happy to play our part,’
says Peter Lazar, SWF md.

TV stars?
A new expert-led series for Channel 4 will
show small businesses how to improve
profits and build a stronger customer
base – and you could be part of it.
Optomen, the producer of
programmes such as Mary Portas: Secret
Shopper, The Business Inspector and
Gordon Behind Bars is looking for retailers
‘struggling to survive or expand’.
If you’d like to take part, tel: 0203 227
5980 or email business@optomen.com.

Bed meets car
Bed maker Harrison Spinks has won a top
award from the car industry.
The company, and partner Johnson
Controls, won the Concept Vehicle
Interior Innovation of the Year award at
the Automotive Interiors Expo Awards for
the ComfortThin seat technology that
integrates a pocketed coil-spring
mattress technology into a car seat.
The thin-profile seats promise to
replace conventional urethane foam
pads with a 100% recyclable alternative
and it means seats are a lot thinner. But
just imagine the amount of springs
they’re going to need.

500 not out
Vale Upholstery has supported the
Outward Bound Trust for 15 years,
donating more than £175,000, and is
now celebrating its 500th student to take
part in the charity’s bursary programme.

Norwood Interiors’ team rowed 10 miles
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